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This special edition of PLATFORM features a selection of papers which were presented
during the First International R&D Forum on Oil, Gas and Petrochemicals.  The Forum was
organized by Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) and PETRONAS Research and Scientific
Services in Kuala Lumpur from April 5th to April 6th 2004.  The objectives of the forum are to
provide an avenue for university researchers and industrial practitioners to exchange ideas,
learn about the latest developments in the oil, gas and petrochemical industries and develop
strategies relevant to their areas of interest through collaboration.

Even though the Forum reflects UTP R&D technology cluster of Oil and Gas, this special edition
of PLATFORM begins with a special interest paper on the subject of technology innovation and
the role of university.  This paper highlights the growing importance of innovation in our
economic growth today, and the role of universities in contributing to this innovation system.

The next ten papers in this special issue of PLATFORM cover three UTP’s R&D technology
platforms under the technology cluster of Oil and Gas; namely, reservoir engineering, oilfield
gas treatment and utilization, and system optimization.  Four papers on reservoir engineering
technology platform are presented in this issue.  Two papers highlight on Improved Oil Recovery
(IOR) in which a paper describes a technique using air injection for IOR and another paper
presents a holistic approach to IOR.  The third paper is on the development of an optimal grid
coarsening scheme which relates to the improvement of the reservoir characterization; and
the fourth paper is on the surfactant system for Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR).

Under the oilfield gas treatment and utilization technology platform, three papers are presented.
The first highlights opportunities to improve overall gas to liquid processing using selective
Fischer Tropsch wax hydrocracking; the second is on autothermal reforming for syngas
production from natural gas; and the third one covers the development of high performance
asymmetric membrane for gas separation processes.

Finally, three papers under the system optimization technology platform are presented.  The
first paper expounds the concept of formulation engineering and product-process interface.
The second relates to system optimization on the offshore structure of tension leg platform;
and the final paper presents issues associated with composite products for gas and
petrochemical industry.

It is hope that these papers which were presented by the renowned authors in their respected
areas will help UTP’s ongoing research activities under this technology cluster to remain on the
right course.

Ir. Dr. Kamarul Ariffin Amminudin
Chief Editor

Editorial
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ABSTRACT

Over the last 250 years of industrial economic history, it is a generally-accepted proposition that innovation is

the principal engine of the economic development and a primary means of wealth creation of society.  More

recently it is also generally accepted that a knowledge-based economy will continue to be the prevailing mode

in the current century.  Hence, the production, distribution and use of knowledge in various forms account for a

major portion of the productivity and the gross domestic product (GDP) of a country.  A nation’s economic

strength no longer depends as heavily as before on low-cost labor, cheap raw materials or capital availability,

but on a continually operating innovation system.  A key to this system appears to be an efficient and productive

alliance of industry, universities, government, and labor.  The innovation system is expected to generate new

high value-added knowledge and technologies, to educate a highly-skilled work force to take advantage of

these new technologies, and to produce the next generation of innovators to carry on this process of ever-

increasing efficiency and productivity.  This combination of new knowledge, skilled workers, and innovators

mixes with capital investment to yield a continuous stream of new products and services, which, in turn, advance

the economy and improve the quality of life.  Because this innovation system is so central to any society’s economic

future, the role of each partner and the relationships among partners need to be redefined on a continual basis.

Keywords:  university-industry cooperation, technology innovation, knowledge-based economy

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION
AND ROLE OF RESEARCH UNIVERSITY

Sung-Kee Chung

Department of Chemistry, Pohang University of Science & Technology,

San 31, Hyojadong, Namgu, Pohang, Kyungbuk 790-784, Korea.

skchung@postech.ac.kr

This paper was presented at the International R&D Forum on Oil, Gas and Petrochemicals, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 5-6 April 2004.

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Prior to the first industrial revolution, more than 90%

of world population were dependent upon

agriculturally based economy, but now the agricultural

population in advanced countries stands less than 5%.

Around mid-18th century a fundamentally important

transformation in this agriculturally based economic

situation began to take place.  What the first industrial

revolution and the steam engine in particular achieved

was to convert heat into work through the use of

machines, thus enabling mankind to exploit vast new

sources of energy.  The impact of this change on textile

industry for example was simply stupendous; by 1780s

power-operated looms typically produced twenty

times the output of a hand worker, while a power

driven spinning machine had two hundred times the

capacity of a spinning wheel.  The massive increase in

productivity of the textile industry generated a

cascade effect, thus stimulating a higher demands for

more machines, more raw materials, more iron, more

shipping, better communication and so on.  This

virtuous cycles of economic expansion both in

national wealth and people’s purchasing power

constantly outpaced the increase of population; while

the Britain’s population rose from 10.5 million in 1801

to 41.8 million in 1911, its national product rose much
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faster, perhaps as much as fourteen-fold.  The

industrialization processes gradually spread out region

by region in the Western world.  By the late 19th

century the new science-based chemical industry in

Germany and electrical industries in the United States

have been developed and stimulated great advances

in other areas as well.  In the 20th Century, scientists

and engineers had become key players in laying the

foundations of technology-based society.

The Second World War marked an important turning

point in the evolution of science and technology and

of university-industry interaction.  The high public

confidence in scientific research based on successful

wartime scientific projects and the subsequent ‘Cold

War’ situation stimulated a rapid expansion of large

corporate research laboratories and funding increase

of university-based research activities, which resulted

in major advances in industries like electronics,

computers, advanced materials, communications, and

biotechnology, thus providing the foundation for

economic growth in the late 20th Century. During this

period the major emphasis of public research funding

was given to science rather than technology, and

relatively little attention was paid to the science-

technology interactions and their impact on industrial

innovation.  However, in the face of the economic

challenge from Japan’s manufacturing innovation in

the 1980s coupled with mounting trade deficits, the

university-industry partnership began to take a

dramatic turn in the United States.  This change,

generally referred to as ‘the competitive approach’

added a new role to the traditional missions of

universities, namely education and research.  Now

university was supposed to play a more active role in

the technology development and the

commercialization of the university-generated

research results in a direct way that leads to the

economic development of the society.

In the 1990s the changing nature of global economic

competition and the enhanced race for advanced

technologies forced national governments to adopt

policies which encouraged closer partnership

between the academia and business.  Under this

environment, the university’s role in the production

and dissemination of knowledge and their utilization

for improving technological and innovative

capabilities has become much more important and

commonplace.  The enactment of the 1980 Bayh-Dole

Patent and Trademark Act gave universities additional

financial incentives.  These changes stimulated a

growing commercialization of academic research

results with emergence of entrepreneurial universities.

The shifting mode of the university-industry

relationship may be considered as a reflection of the

changing societal expectation of the roles of university.

This series of events was called as the second academic

revolution as opposed to the first academic revolution,

when Wilhelm von Humboldt enunciated the unity of

teaching and research as the core missions of

university, thus begetting research universities.

BankBoston’s Special Report issued in March of 1997

entitled “MIT: The Impact of Innovation,” tells the

following story.  At the time of the report, MIT

graduates and faculty were credited with founding

4,000 companies, employing over 1 million people

nationwide.  MIT-related companies with more than

10,000 employees numbered 43 and represented

more than 70% of the employment associated with

the 4,000 MIT-related companies.  However, the 1997

rate of MIT-related companies being formed was about

150 companies per year, yielding much promise for the

future.  While many of the founders had college

degrees from institutions other than MIT, the culture

of MIT had contributed significantly to national

technological innovation by its community.  The MIT

story emphasizes that technology transfer is done by

people, the people with the know-how and show-how,

as well as the ability, passion and interest in

technological innovation.  Like MIT, many research

universities can and should prepare their students as

future agents for technology transfer and as

contributors to technological innovation and impact

through the companies they form. The study of MIT

also revealed something else of importance: impact

in the area of technological innovation does not come

quickly.  None of the companies employing more than

10,000 employees were founded more than 10,000
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employees were founded later than 1968 and many

were formed much earlier.

ROLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT OF KOREA

The current atmosphere in Korea on its economic state

and prospect is charged with senses of anxiety and

frustration, and the Korean economy is clearly at a

transition.  The economy grew at a crawling 5.2%

during 1996-2002 and an anemic 3% growth is

projected for 2003. The causes of this lackluster

economic performance could be many, and many

discussions and debates are currently on-going

concerning how to revitalize and accelerate the

economic growth for the next decade.  In the

meantime, nation’s universities are targets of much

criticism for their lack of global competitiveness in

education as well as research productivity.  The Korea’s

economic development in the last 30 years prior to

the Asian monetary crisis in 1997-1999 was nothing

short of remarkable.  Korea has literally undergone

industrial revolutions in a very condensed manner.  The

GDP increased by an average of more than 7 percent

annually, from about $2.5 billion in 1965 to more than

$400 billion in 1999, ranking Korea as the 13th largest

country in GDP size.  Per capita GDP grew from less

than $400 to close to $10,000 in the same period.

When the economic development began in the 1960s,

neither endogenous technological capability nor

technical manpower was in existence.  For example, at

the end of World War ll, there were only a dozen or so

university graduates who had B.S. or higher degrees

in physics.  The situation in the 1950s was not much

better due to the Korean War and subsequent social

confusion.  The only resources Korea had were

desperate but disciplined workers with only some

general and basic education.  Thus, the economic

development plan was based on the “export-oriented

strategy,” and it relied heavily on foreign capital,

borrowed technology, and imported raw materials, and

as well as on cheap labor.

Initially, an emphasis was given to light industries, such

as textiles, plywood, cement, fertilizer, and electric

power generation.  As the development proceeded,

technological support capabilities became necessary.

In order to aid private sectors’ need for technology and

build the S&T base for the future, the government

established Korea Institute of Science & Technology

(KIST ) in 1969.  KIST concentrated on providing

technological support for the industries in adopting,

modifying, and improving the imported foreign

technologies, and it served as a model for all

government-supported research institutes

subsequently established.  In the early 1970s, advanced

training for scientists and engineers was envisioned

in preparation for competitive indigenous

technologies.  In mid-1960s, there were about 46,000

undergraduates and 900 graduate students in all

science and engineering fields.  There were several

leading universities, including Seoul National

University, Yonsei University, and Korea University (the

latter two being the oldest private institutions), with

relatively high academic standards and good

reputations.  However, their research capabilities were

deemed as substantially below global benchmarks.

The Korean government initially wanted to reform and

upgrade the existing universities to research

institutions, but quickly realized that reforms would

be more difficult and slower than starting fresh as

Machiavelli opined more than 450 years earlier: “he

who innovates will have his enemies all those who are

well off under the existing order of things, and only

lukewarm support in those who might be better off

under the new.”

Thus, in 1972 the government established Korea

Advanced Institute of Science (KAIS, later renamed as

KAIST, adding “technology” to the name).  KAIS, a new

graduate school of engineering and applied sciences,

was expected to meet the needs for highly trained

manpower and high-level research.  With exceptionally

high salaries and excellent research facility for its

faculties, full financial support and exemption from

compulsory military service for students, and

significant autonomy and little red tape for the

administration, KAIST has been successful in carrying

out serious research and producing in substantial

numbers well-trained M. S. and Ph. D. graduates.  These
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graduates have subsequently played key roles for the

development of manufacturing industries.  In the

middle of the 1970s the industrial development plan

began to shift toward heavy and chemical industries,

such as steel, shipbuilding, machinery, mining,

petroleum refining, and electronics.  The shift was

designed to upgrade industrial structure and capacity,

but it also had implications in the national defense

strategy.  During this phase Korean industries

experienced an increasingly acute need for advanced

indigenous technology, which could not be readily

obtained from abroad.  Furthermore, numerous

government-supported research institutes were

established.  A series of subsequent policies also

encouraged the establishment of private research

institutes and R&D consortia, resulting in a significant

expansion of civilian investment in technology

development.  In addition, a system of collaboration

was established among industry, academia, and

research institutes - especially in the designated core

areas: machine parts, new materials, semiconductors,

computer network, communication technology,

energy, nuclear fuel, pharmaceuticals, and

biotechnology.  Investments in S&T showed an average

annual increase of 16% - from 0.7% of the GDP in 1980

to 1.87% in 1987.  The major source of investment in

S&T also changed from the government (64%) to the

private sector (75%).

By mid-1980s, Korean S&T areas needed additional

stimulus and a fresh perspective.  In 1986, the Pohang

University of Science & Technology (POSTECH) was

established as the first private, research oriented

institution of higher learning by POSCO, then a

government-owned, one of the largest iron and steel

producing companies in the world.  From its inception,

POSTECH has strongly emphasized excellence in

research and education, the synergy between research

and education, and cooperative activity between the

university and industry.  With well-defined goals, solid

financial means, and the state-of-the-art facilities,

POSTECH has been quite successful in the given

missions, as will be described later in much more

details.

Over the last 30 years, private colleges and universities

in Korea have proliferated because of the anticipated

industrial need and a Confucian culture, which values

education and attaches prestige to academic

credentials.  In the year 2000, more than 1.7 million

undergraduates and 230,000 graduate students were

enrolled in almost 200 colleges and universities, of

which more than 150 institutions were private schools;

undergraduate and graduate enrollments in S&T

totaled 727,000 and 71,000, respectively.  The number

of college graduates per every 10,000 of the general

population was 495, one of the highest in the world.

Mass higher education appears to have been very

successful in terms of quantity, and it has contributed

to the development of the manufacturing industries

and the democratic political process.  However, in

terms of quality, the financial means of Korean

universities are grossly inadequate to run high quality

programs, especially in the S &T areas.  The average

quality of higher education has suffered greatly from

the policy of increasing enrollment without careful

regard to maintaining high standards.  Our policy

makers need to be reminded that in the era of the

knowledge-based economy, it is the quality of

knowledge, such as creativity and originality, which is

the source of the high value addition rather than the

general knowledge of the educated masses.  The road

to democracy, especially since 1988, has been

accompanied by severe labor disputes, wage increases

beyond productivity, and lower savings rates, thus

leading to the declines in global economic

competitiveness. In addition, the opening up of the

domestic markets, coupled with the concurrent

protectionist trend of developed countries in

technology transfer, further weakened the export-

oriented economic development.

During the period of the rapid economic growth in

Korea, the industrial sector clearly served as the main

engine for creating more per capita income and

national wealth.  However, in the face of rapidly

changing world economic scenes with emerging new

trends including the knowledge and information

revolution, globally linked economy, and heightened
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environmental awareness, and unsettled domestic

environment including lack of transparency in

business activity and high labor cost, the Korean

economy lately has not successfully responded to the

new situation.  It has been experiencing the nutcracker

effect, namely getting squeezed between the highly

innovative economy and newly developing economy.

Recent data show that unemployment has been

creeping up rather rapidly with the current number at

ca. 3.5 %, and even the increasing exports are limited

to only a few industrial items such as automobile,

semiconductor, mobile phone, computer, and

shipbuilding.  More recently, industry-academy-

government got together and identified ten most

promising industries/products as the next growth

engine of Korean economy.  However, it is so obvious

that these expectations cannot be met without a well-

functioning technology innovation system in place.

It is quite evident that the old economic development

strategies have become nonviable for the future

economic progress of Korea, and that the necessary

growth and value addition must come from

indigenous R&D innovation and entrepreneurship

together with global business alliances.  Korean

research universities are expected to play bigger roles,

since a bulk of Ph.D. level researchers are in academia.

Various funding programs to shore up capabilities in

research and development, and linkages between

science, technology and commercialization have been

initiated by the government.  For the year 2001, the

government R&D investment was increased to $4.27

billion (4.3 % of the total budget), and the budget for

education to $21.6 billion (4.2% of GDP), with notable

additional amounts to boost the quality of graduate

education in S&T.  Lately, research papers and outputs

began to show substantial increases not only in

quantity but also in quality.  For the 5 year period

between 1997 and 2001, more than 55,000 SCI papers

were published with increasing impact factors, which

ranks Korea as 16th in the world, and for year 2002

15,643 SCI papers were published with 14th global

ranking.  However, universities are still experiencing

great difficulties in implementing the necessary

reforms toward higher research productivity and more

creative education, because of faculty resistance to the

proposed measures incorporating competitive and

selective processes, such as a strategic funding and

merit-based pay system.  Major tasks facing universities

and government alike are how to mobilize enough

financial resources to rapidly and selectively upgrade

the quality of higher education against the prevailing

sentiment of masses demanding equality in every

aspect.  How to achieve global competitiveness in

research productivity and quality education through

systematic innovation processes appears to be the key

issue that Korean society needs to address in order to

revitalize the slacking economic progress.

UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY COOPERATION

The advent of economic globalization, proceeding at

an ever-increasing pace in recent years, has put private

industry under increasing pressure to pay more

attention to short-term profitability.  Subsequently,

industry has pushed their R&D activities much more

into projects that show immediate commercialization

potential.  Hence, industry is forced to look for

opportunities in university laboratories to capture new

and longer-term ideas.  On the other hand, as public

research support is becoming limited and more

competitive, and as accountability requirements

become more stringent, universities also are forced to

look to industry for financial support.  Thus the

connection between the university and industry has

become both a necessity and a trend.  Technology

transfer, as pointed out by Donald Kennedy, President

Emeritus of Stanford University, has become the

newest addition to the traditional roster of academic

duties, i.e. teaching and research.  Not only has the

public come to expect the university as knowledge

producer to share what it discovers for the benefit of

society, but it has also become necessary for the

university to apply its intellectual properties into

commercial services for its own financial gain. Charles

Vest, the current president of MIT, summed up the

potential benefits to universities from cooperation

with industry as follows: “Over the longer term,

collaborations can have a transforming effect on the

ability of institutions to attract high quality faculty, to
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encourage faculty and their students to interact more

closely with industry, and to design curricula and

academic programs better attuned to the needs of

industry and challenges we face as a nation.” With

regard to this relationship, it is interesting to note the

observation made by late Clark Kerr, Former President

of University of California: “..…in America, the land

grant university in the 19th century has evolved to the

federal research grant university in the 1960s, and is

now in the process of transforming to the private grant

university.”

The university-industry cooperation can take many

different forms ranging from simple research grants

and contracts, research collaborations and strategic

partnerships, to technology transfer arrangements.

Technology transfer may include licensing, venture

incubation, investment through venture capital

operation, as well as participation in science/techno

park project, among others.  The relationship between

university-industry is regarded as particularly

important in Korea, since the academic sector has

more human resources and research capabilities while

industry possesses more financial resources; ca.  75 %

of all Ph.D. level researchers in Korea are employed in

academia, whereas industrial R/D budgets account for

more than 70 % of Korea’s national total.  Currently

POSTECH has 1,200 undergraduate and 1,600

graduate students, 220 faculty, 500 staff, and 600

researchers.  Since 1994 POSTECH also operates the

Pohang Light Source - 2.5 GeV synchrotron facilities,

the only one in Korea.  With a firm, established criteria

and vision in mind, POSTECH has been highly selective

in its recruitment of both faculty and students.

Limiting freshmen enrollment to a maximum of 300,

POSTECH has managed to continuously recruit the top

1-2 percentile of graduating high school students in

the country.  In a sense, by keeping the size small it

strives to grow bigger.  It has also been playing a

catalytic role in the nation’s attempts to improve the

quality of the S&T research and graduate education.

POSTECH’s current annual budget is US$ 140 million

for the academic units and US$ 20 million for the

Pohang Accelerator Laboratory.  POSTECH is now

highly regarded as a premier research university in not

only Korea but throughout Asia.  How did it come to

be so well regarded? One of the reasons is certainly

through constant efforts to develop and maintain the

synergy and cooperative relationship between

POSTECH and industry.

With the changing global and national trends in S&T

education, POSTECH has continuously been striving

to become actively engaged in university-industry

cooperation in a variety of forms. The statistical

numbers on the research activity at POSTECH over the

last 10 years demonstrate interesting trends.  The total

number of regular, full-time professors has slightly

increased from 187 in 1991 to 210 in the year 2001.

The size of research fund per faculty has increased

about 6-fold to US$ 328K, while total research volume

shows more than 7-fold increase to US$ 69 million.

POSTECH faculty has been very successful in securing

research support from national funding agencies in

highly competitive programs, such as Excellence

Centers (SRC/ERC), Creative Research Initiatives, Brain

Korea 21, and National Laboratory Programs.  On the

other side, the largest portion of POSTECH’s industrial

support came in the form of strategic partnerships

with companies like POSCO, Samsung, LG, and Hyundai.

The impact of such partnerships on the research

support has been particularly noticeable over the last

four years.

The partnership between university and industry can

potentially pose a number of challenging problems.

And a number of problems have been identified even

in the United States, where such partnership is

considered to be most active and successful. It is with

these problems in mind that the U. S. Congressional

Report, ‘Unlocking Our Future.  Toward a New National

Science Policy,’ gave the following recommendations:

“If the collaboration is to be effective, 1) universities

must not lose sight of their ultimate aims of teaching

students and performing basic scientific and

engineering research inquiry.  Unless universities retain

their culture, base of fundamental research, and

educational mission, they will not have a value to bring

to the partnership; 2) university researchers should not

be discouraged from publishing or otherwise
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disseminating their research results, due to proprietary

claims to these results made by their industry partners;

3) private sector entities that partner with universities

should not view their university partners as full-

fledged substitutes for their own research programs. ”

We, at POSTECH, have been very mindful of these

potential and real problems, and fortunately, we have

yet to encounter any major problems that are so

serious that we have had to consider withdrawal from

a partnership.  The true spirit of the university-industry

cooperation has a common thread with the so-called

Jeffersonian research mode.  It has been argued that

the confining dichotomy of basic research in academe

(Newtonian mode) versus applied research in industry

(Baconian mode) may be reconciled through a third

mode (Jeffersonian mode), which suggests research

activity that is driven by practical, societal needs but

carried out under conditions of imagination, flexibility,

and competition that are usually associated with the

traditional basic research.

At POSTECH, we encourage our faculty to file patent

applications through generous incentives, such as

splitting the royalty income between the university,

their respective department, and the principal

investigator (50:10:40).  The yearly number of patent

applications has been steadily increasing from 63 in

1998 to 242 in the year 2002, and the number of

technology transfer cases has averaged around 17 over

the last 5 years.  We are quite pleased to observe that

progresses in this area was made without any

noticeable negative impact on academic performance;

the total number of scholarly publications has

increased from 531 (76 in SCI journals) in 1991 to 1,219

(790 in SCI) in 2002, which corresponds to 5.6 papers

(3.8 in SCI) per faculty.

In order to facilitate technology transfer POSTECH

started in 1997 its Venture Business Incubator (VBI) and

the Venture Capital Corporation (VC).  The Incubator,

together with the VC, supports the commercialization

of new ideas or new technology - generated by

primarily the faculty, students and research staff - by

providing laboratory space and facilities, funds, and

advice on various aspects of business management

such as marketing, financing, as well as tax and legal

matters.  Eleven start-up companies have graduated

from our incubation program and have gone on to

become independent business operations, and 20

entities are currently under incubation, mostly in the

areas of information, bio-, and environmental

technology.  The Postech Venture Capital Corporation

with a total capitalization of ca. US$ 60 million, so far

has invested in more than 70 start-up companies

(about US$ 44 million) mostly at their early stages that

have business activities in the areas of communication,

electronics, the Internet, computer software,

biotechnology, and environmental technology.  We will

have to wait a few more years before we can assess

the success of these operations in terms of both the

university mission and the business standpoint.

POSTECH is also actively involved in the Pohang

Technopark Project, which is jointly managed by the

local governments, the University and POSCO.  The

project got started with the ultimate objective of

transforming the city of Pohang (which is dominated

by heavy industry, such as iron and steel and related

manufacturing) into a much more diversified high-

tech industrial city.  The Pohang Technopark is also a

member of the National Technopark Association under

the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Commerce, Industry

and Energy.  The project calls for a total investment of

US$ 250 million over the 15-year period for the

development of a park in the vicinity of the POSTECH

campus, and it is to accommodate R&D, business

incubation, high-tech manufacturing, and educational

and training activities.  The Pohang Technopark

Foundation was incorporated in 2000, a US$ 72 million

fund was raised, and a strategic master plan was drawn

up to ensure its future success.  Two buildings have

already been constructed and occupied by 35

companies with business interests in the areas of IT,

BT, NT and ET.  The role that POSTECH plays in the

Technopark Project is a pivotal one, as it is expected

to make major contributions toward providing highly

skilled manpower, technologies, and able

entrepreneurs.
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I have attempted to briefly review the why, what, and

how of the academe-industry cooperation with some

limited examples and experiences we have had at

POSTECH.  We feel that we have been making good

progress, although the jury is still out as far as the final

assessment of our successes and failures are

concerned.  We are hopeful and optimistic in the sense

that we, as a research university, have made a strong

commitment to this area, not as a choice, but rather as

an added academic responsibility, but we have had to

stay on guard so that any number of well-argued

negative consequences will not become a nasty reality.

The prevailing current that the science should be made

more like the technology in order to reap shorter-term

economic benefits, and a more proactive attitude

should be taken to enhance the university-industry

relationship, needs to be counterbalanced by the

concern that such an attitude is likely to be found

short-sighted in the long run.  In this connection,

society as well as university in general might be well

served by remembering the caveat offered by Derek

Bok, former president of Harvard. “ … Making money

in the world of commerce comes with a Faustian

bargain in which universities have to compromise their

basic values - and thereby risk their very souls - in order

to enjoy the rewards of the marketplace. …By

compromising basic academic principles, universities

tamper with ideals that give meaning to scholarly

community and win respect from the public.  The

common values are the glue that binds together an

institution already fragmented by a host of separate

disciplines, research centers, teaching programs and

personal ambitions.  They keep the faculty focused on

the work of discovery, scholarship, and learning despite

the manifold temptations of the outside world.  They

help maintain high standards of student admissions

and faculty appointments.  They sustain the belief of

scientists and scholars in the worth of what they are

doing.  They make academic careers a calling rather

than just another way to earn a living. …Before moving

further down this path, university leaders should recall

the history of intercollegiate athletics and ponder the

lessons it teaches.”
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ABSTRACT

Air injection is currently being evaluated as an IOR process for a wide variety of reservoirs.  When applied in

deep, high pressure, low permeability reservoirs containing high gravity crudes, the process is generally known

as High Pressure Air Injection (HPAI).  This paper will review the key factors that should be understood when

considering the application of HPAI and it will describe the laboratory tests that are used to evaluate the “burning”

characteristics of a candidate reservoir.
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AIR INJECTION-BASED IOR FOR LIGHT OIL RESERVOIRS

INTRODUCTION

Interest in the application of high pressure air injection

was generated by the pioneering projects of Koch

Exploration Company in the Williston Basin of South

and North Dakota which are described by Erickson et

al. [1] and Kumar et al. [2].  Continental Resources, Inc.

purchased the Koch projects and they have continued

to expand their air injection operations to other

reservoirs within both the Dakotas and Montana.

Amoco Production Research Company (now BP) had

the vision to develop a high pressure air injection

laboratory and to put together an industrial

consortium to evaluate prospective HPAI candidate

reservoirs and it is a result of the donation of the

Amoco laboratory to the University of Calgary which

allowed the combustion research group to be actively

involved in the development of HPAI technology.

Reviews of HPAI projects have been provided by

Sarathi and Olsen [3] and by Moore et al. [4], hence the

reader interested in further information on HPAI is

referred to these publications.  Discussions on the

laboratory screening tests which are performed to

evaluate potential reservoirs for application of HPAI are

provided by Sarma et al. [5], Juan et al. [6], and

Takabayashi et al. [7].

PROCESS OVERVIEW

High Pressure Air Injection (HPAI) is loosely defined as

an IOR process in which compressed air is injected into

a high gravity, high pressure oil reservoir, with the

expectation that the oxygen in the injected air will

react with a fraction of the reservoir oil at an elevated

temperature and produce carbon dioxide.  The

resulting flue gas mixture, which is primarily nitrogen

and carbon dioxide provides the mobilizing force to

the oil downstream of the reaction region, sweeping

it to production wells.  The gas-oil mixture may be

immiscible, or partly or completely miscible.  In some

situations, the elevated temperature reaction zone

itself may provide a critical part of the sweep

mechanism in terms of incremental recovery.
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In its simplest implementation, the process is initiated

simply by injecting air, which will spontaneously ignite

the in-place oil due to the high temperature and

pressure conditions in the reservoir.  In situations

where spontaneous ignition of the native reservoir oil

won’t likely occur – this can be determined by

laboratory testing – the ignition must be aided with

the injection of a chemical mixture which is capable

of spontaneous ignition at the reservoir conditions or

by an initial input of energy, usually provided by a

down-hole heater or burner.  Air injection is achieved

using compressors that are specifically designed for

air at the pressure levels that are required to inject the

desired volumes.

Why Consider HPAI?

HPAI has been shown by Continental Resources Inc. to

be an effective recovery process in light oil reservoirs

which are not considered to be good candidates for

water-flooding or which have reached the end of their

economic life under water-flood.  Air injection can also

be operated in conjunction with an active water-flood

as a means for increasing the vertical conformance of

the combined flood.

Unlike water, whose use for injection in oil field

reservoirs is being restricted by environmental

regulations, air is available everywhere.  Air injectivity

into tight reservoirs is higher than that of water, hence,

for a given injector it is possible to inject greater

volumes (measured at reservoir conditions) of air than

water.  Pumping requirements are reduced as

produced water volumes are significantly less for air

injection projects and reservoir re-pressurization by

the injected gas will often allow the producers to

operate on flow.

All air injection processes benefit from the fact that

the reservoir is an excellent scrubber for the sulfur

compounds formed during the oxidation reactions

and the operating temperatures are generally below

those which result in the generation of nitrogen oxides.

Sequestration of the produced carbon dioxide can be

achieved by re-injection of the product gas either by

co-injection with the air or injection into dedicated flue

gas injectors.

Oxidation Kinetics

The critical factor for success of HPAI is the reaction

between the oxygen and the hydrocarbons.  Two

distinct reaction pathways exist.  The first is referred

to as “bond scission” reactions and represents the

reactions where the oxygen breaks up the

hydrocarbon molecules to produce carbon oxides and

water.  These are the traditional combustion reactions.

In many of the high gravity, light oil reservoirs, bond

scission reactions occur in the range from 230°C to

300°C, while in heavier oils, bond scission reactions will

not be the dominant oxidation reactions at

temperatures below about 450°C.  Bond scission

reactions are critical to the success of HPAI as well as

all other air injection-based IOR processes.

The second possible set of reactions between oxygen

and hydrocarbons are called “oxygen addition”

reactions. These reactions constitute the dominant

oxidation reactions at temperatures below about

150°C for light oils and below approximately 300°C for

heavy oils.  Oxygen atoms are chemically bound into

the molecular structure of the liquid hydrocarbons,

producing immobile oxygenated compounds such as

hydroperoxides, aldehydes, ketones and acids.  The

compounds may undergo bond scission reactions if

they are exposed to elevated temperatures or they

may undergo polymerization, forming heavier, less

desirable oil fractions.

Oxygen addition products such as hydroperoxides

may undergo auto-decomposition reactions which

can damage well bores.  They are also not effective at

mobilizing oil ahead of the elevated temperature zone

as the reactions are consuming oxygen but not

generating gas phase products.  This causes the pore

pressure where the addition reactions occur to drop

below the flowing gas pressure which promotes

trapping of the oil phase.  Oxygen addition reactions

also result in shrinkage in the volume of flue gas

available for displacement downstream of the elevated

temperature zone.
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The key to the long term success in any air injection

process is to design the operating strategy and well

layouts to ensure operation in the bond scission mode.

Fortunately, for many high gravity, high pressure, light

oils, the bond scission reactions are the favored

reaction path and air injection processes operate in

the bond scission mode over a wide range of operating

conditions.  While oxygen addition reactions are not

desirable during the steady state operation of an air

injection process, these are the reactions which are

responsible for spontaneous ignition.  They also enable

oxygen consumption within the un-heated portion of

the reservoir.  This is beneficial from the viewpoint of

un-reacted oxygen reaching the production wells.

Air Injection Processes:  In Situ Combustion
vs. High Pressure Air Injection

Air injection based oil recovery processes were

historically referred to as “in situ combustion”.  For the

sake of definition, “in situ combustion” or “fireflooding”

is assumed in this paper to refer to air injection based

processes applied in heavy oil reservoirs that require

operation in the high temperature range (450°C plus)

for effective displacement of the oil by the oxidation

zone.  “High Pressure Air Injection or HPAI” implies air

injection into deep, light oil reservoirs, for which bond

scission or combustion reactions are dominant in the

range from 150°C to 300°C (low temperature range).

Many candidate reservoirs for air injection processes

show oxidation characteristics that fall between those

described above and it is for this reason that laboratory

testing of the oxidation characteristics is a highly

recommended step in the design of a new air injection

process.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

One of the main advantages of air injection as a

secondary or tertiary process is that the existing

infrastructure can be utilized.  The main addition to the

existing infrastructure is the air compressors.  They

should be designed for output pressures which are just

below the fracture pressure, and should utilize

synthetic lubricants.  Selection of the air injection

capacity is primarily dependent on the volume of

reservoir to be serviced (based on a minimum air flux

concept), and the desired oil production rates.  If

existing wells are to be used, the air injectors should

be equipped with new tubing and monitoring of the

annulus should be conducted to ensure that the air is

not entering and corroding the casing. Adequate

drying of the injected air is required if HPAI is to be

operated in a high humidity environment.

The product gas composition should, as a minimum,

be analyzed for oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and

carbon monoxide.  A gas chromatograph using a

helium gas carrier is recommended for periodic

measurements of the composition of the product

gases.  Carbon dioxide and nitrogen are the key

components with respect to interpreting the state of

the oxidation reactions.  Continuous oxygen analyzers

on the production wells are recommended during the

early life of an air injection process as the produced

gas may contain a significant concentration of stripped

solution gas.  Some air injection projects produce

significant quantities of condensate, hence periodic

analysis of the product gas for hydrocarbon

components is also recommended.

Field Screening of HPAI Candidates

There are a number of screening guides published for

in situ combustion projects in heavy oil reservoirs and

they have very limited applicability for an HPAI project

in a deep, light oil reservoir. The parameters which are

considered to have the greatest significance with

regard to the implementation of a HPAI process

include:

Oil Reactivity

Oil reactivity is an extremely important as the

effectiveness and ease of operation of an air injection

project depends on the oxygen being reacted through

bond scission or combustion reactions to form carbon

oxides.  It is not desirable to distribute un-reacted

oxygen throughout the non-heated portion of a

reservoir as the oxygen addition reactions can result
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in undesirable compositional changes to the native oil

and may lead to safety considerations associated with

the formation of hydroperoxides or the entry of un-

reacted oxygen into the production wells and facilities.

Pressure has a significant effect on the oxygen uptake

versus temperature behavior of an oil, hence the oil

reactivity should be measured at pressures

corresponding to field operation.

Experience has shown that some crude oils do not

exhibit the oxidation characteristics which are required

for a successful air injection process.  Experience has

also shown if an oil does not exhibit stable burning

characteristics in the laboratory, it will almost certainly

not perform well in the field.

Reservoir Geology

Considerations on the reservoir geology are essentially

the same for an air injection process as they would be

for any gas injection project.  While reservoir geology

has often been blamed for the failure of in situ

combustion projects in heavy oil reservoirs, many of

these failures were a result of improper ignition of the

combustion zone.

Reservoir Temperature

Reservoir temperature is a key parameter in terms of

the ease of ignition of a HPAI process and in terms of

the re-ignition of a HPAI process where miscibility is

achieved.  In this case, the displacement efficiency of

the miscible bank can reduce the residual hydrocarbon

concentrations to levels that will starve the reaction

zone of fuel.  Re-establishment of a new reaction zone

at a downstream location will only be achieved if the

combination of residual saturation, temperature, and

air flux is sufficient for spontaneous re-ignition.  As a

rule of thumb, an initial reservoir temperature in excess

of 85°C is desirable for the application of spontaneous

ignition.

Oil in Place at Start of Air Injection

As is the case for all enhanced oil recovery processes,

the oil in place at the start of air injection (reflected by

the product of porosity and initial oil saturation) is a

key economic parameter as it has a direct impact on

the incremental and cumulative injected air/produced

oil ratios. This is especially true for projects where

displacement by the thermal front is significant and

less so if the HPAI is designed as a re-pressurization-

flue gas flood.

Phase Behavior

For light oils, the oil reactivity at a given temperature

is strongly impacted by the phase behavior.  Bond

scission reactions which generate carbon oxides, and

which show maximum rates at approximately 280°C,

take place in the vapor phase. In order to initiate this

vapor phase combustion, the hydrocarbon

concentration in the vapor phase must fall within the

flammable range when the reaction temperature is

sufficiently high to enable ignition. This interaction

between oil reactivity and phase behavior explains

why oxidation behavior observed at low pressures

appears to be significantly different from that seen at

elevated pressures.

Phase behavior of the oil in the non-heated portion of

the reservoir is equally important due to its impact on

the effectiveness of the flue gas flood.  Phase behavior

data are required to tune the compositional simulators

which are often used to predict the oil recovery

performance associated with the flue gas flood in the

non-heated portions of the reservoir.

Existing Infrastructure

If HPAI is be used as a tertiary recovery process, the oil

in place at the time of initiation of HPAI will often not

warrant the installation of new wells.  While this is not

the case if air injection is to be used as a secondary

process in preference to a water-flood, the economics

of any air injection project are sensitive to the number

of new wells which must be drilled.
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Laboratory Screening of Candidate Reservoirs

Design of both facilities and operating strategies for

HPAI project can be significantly enhanced through a

comparatively minor investment in laboratory studies

and field simulations in the early stages of the

planning.  A number of laboratory screening tests have

been developed to access the potential of reservoirs

as candidates for air injection.  Based on three decades

of air injection research and field design experience

at the University of Calgary, three separate tests are

considered to be essential in order to provide

fundamental screening and economic parameters and

to provide data for simulation studies as well as field

implementation and monitoring.  These tests, detailed

below, are normally referred to in terms of the

apparatus utilized: Combustion Tube (CT), Accelerating

Rate Calorimeter (ARC) or Pressurized Differential

Scanning Calorimeter (PDSC) depending on the

anticipated reservoir pressure, and Ramped

Temperature Oxidation (RTO).  A variety of other

testing, also described below, may be warranted to

address specific reservoir situations.

Combustion Tube (CT)

This is the prime device which provides an overview

of the process when viewed in a one-dimensional

elemental model.  The historic application of

combustion tube tests was to measure the air required

and oil consumed as the combustion zone swept a unit

volume of reservoir.  These design numbers are still

important, but the tests also provide information on

the burn stability, oil and water production rates as a

function of the location of the combustion front,

compositions of the produced gases, properties

(density, viscosity) of the produced oils, pH of produced

water (corrosion considerations), specific ion content

of produced water (sulfate concentration is a good

indicator of the approach of the reaction zone to the

exit of the core).  While the experiments are one-

dimensional and not scaled, experience has shown

that the product gas compositions during stable

combustion tube tests are very similar to those

observed in the field if the oxidation reactions in the

field project are in the bond scission mode.  This does

not mean that all combustion tube tests are successful,

as some oils will not sustain a propagating reaction

zone.

Accelerating Rate Calorimeter (ARC)

The accelerating rate calorimeter measures the

intensity (self heating rate) of the oxidation reactions

as a function of temperature for a given crude oil under

elevated pressure conditions.  Two ARC units are in

operation.  One is set up for non-flow testing while the

second unit has been modified to allow operation at

constant pressure.  The operating pressure and

temperature limit of the ARC units is 41.4 MPa and

500°C respectively.

Conventional Differential Thermal Analyzers

Conventional thermal analysis apparatus including

thermogravimetric (TGA), differential thermal (DTA),

differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) and

pressurized differential scanning calorimeter (PDSC)

are all used to fingerprint oils.  These techniques can

be used over a wider temperature range than is

possible with the ARC units, but the upper pressure

limit for the PDSC is limited to 10.3 MPa.

A very important observation which has arisen from

the ARC and thermal analyzer research is the existence

of both liquid and vapor phase reactions over the

nominal temperature range from 180°C to 300°C.  As

mentioned previously, this is often refered to as the

low temperature range and it is at temperature near

280°C that light oils exhibit maximum energy

generation and carbon oxide production.

Ramped Temperature Oxidation (RTO) Apparatus

The ramped temperature oxidation (RTO) apparatus

utilizes a one dimensional core, so it is possible to

conduct tests on re-constituted cores under conditions

of changing air injection rate.  The unit is equipped for

evolved gas analysis; hence the RTO enables direct

determination of the oxygen uptake rate as a function
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of temperature starting at the actual reservoir

temperature.  The low temperature oxidation rate

versus temperature data yield the Arrhenius

parameters required to predict spontaneous ignition.

RTO tests may be operated at different air injection

rates; hence it is possible to focus a given run on either

the low or high temperature range.  Tests are often

terminated at a pre-selected heater temperature

which enables post test core analysis of the

composition and mass of residual hydrocarbon.  Much

of the past work in our laboratory has been conducted

using a low pressure apparatus (8.3 MPa), but a new

system is nearing construction which will enable

operation to 41.5 MPa.  This unit will be equipped with

a core flood type collection system to allow for

observation of the nature of the hydrocarbon involved

in the vapor phase reaction.

The four apparatus described above are routinely used

to evaluate the expected “burn” performance for an

air injection process in a specific reservoir.  Light oil

reservoirs are often further evaluated using

conventional tests that would normally be conducted

to evaluate flue gas or miscible solvent injection

candidate reservoirs.  This reflects the fact that oil

recovery from the unheated portion of the reservoir is

much more significant for light mobile oils than for

heavy oils or bitumens.  The non-thermal experimental

capabilities which are utilized in our laboratories

include:

Bomb Calorimeter

Numerical simulators used for predicting the field

performance of air injection processes require heating

values for the hydrocarbon groups or pseudo-

components which are involved in the assumed

oxidation/combustion models.  Heating values are

measured on whole crude oils and their fractions

(solubility separated pseudo-components like

maltenes and asphaltenes and/or on SARA fractions

saturates, aromatics, resins, and asphaltenes as well as

on the coke deposited by the oil under tests.  Heating

value determinations are also performed on oils which

have been pre-oxidized under prescribed conditions

as well as on the modified oil pseudo-components or

SARA fractions.

High Pressure Core Flood

Conventional high pressure core flood apparatus

which is currently equipped with a 2.4 m consolidated

Berea core.  This apparatus is currently being utilized

to determine the pore level displacement efficiency

of flue gases which would be generated during an HPAI

operation.  Core flood combined with combustion

tube tests allow for the estimation of the relative

contributions to oil production which are due to the

growth of the elevated temperature zone as compared

to that associated with the flue gas flood in the

unheated portion of the reservoir.  The core flood unit

can use stacked core plugs as is equipped for density

and viscosity measurements of the produced fluids at

the operating pressure of the test.

Slim Tube Apparatus

The slim tube apparatus is used to determine the

minimum miscibility pressure.  This information is

required to predict if the generated flue gas will

achieve miscibility at the temperature and pressure

conditions expected in the unheated portion of the

reservoir.  The question of miscibility is important as it

impacts the amount of flue gas which must be

generated (i.e. the size of the elevated temperature

region) and it controls the amount of residual

hydrocarbon available in the region where miscibility

is achieved. If the flue gas achieves miscibility, there

may not be sufficient residual hydrocarbon to sustain

the oxidation reactions.  If this occurs, oil reactivity at

the reservoir temperature is very important, as a new

reaction zone must be established by spontaneous

ignition near the downstream extent of the miscible

flood front.

Phase Equilibria Cells

Visual phase cells have been constructed for operation

at pressures up to 138 MPa.  These units were primarily

designed to support CO2 flood or sequestration
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projects, however, as mentioned previously, phase

behavior has a significant effect on the effectiveness

of an HPAI project.

CONCLUSIONS

Air Injection is an effective IOR method that can be

applied as a secondary or tertiary recovery process in

on and off shore reservoirs.  When applied in tight,

deep, light oil reservoirs, the terminology used is “High

Pressure Air Injection” which is the focus of this paper.

HPAI can be operated as an in situ flue gas generator

or it can be designed to benefit from the increased

displacement efficiency of the propagating

combustion zone.  The key to success of any air

injection process, HPAI not withstanding, is to ensure

that the crude oil, under the conditions imposed by

the reservoir and air injection strategy, will sustain

bond scission or combustion reactions.  Laboratory

tests are available to screen potential reservoirs and

to provide the parameters required for the design of

the facilities and operating strategies for a successful

HPAI project.
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A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO IOR

ABSTRACT

IOR in its purest sense is really about improving recovery factors, and has now probably gone beyond the search

for a “silver bullet” that will make step-change improvements to recovery, with the exception of heavy oils.  The

most appropriate and credible approach to IOR is to integrate all the best practice available, while staying

connected to the research community that continues to make improvements to the state-of-the-art. Hence IOR

is now really an exercise in multi-disciplinary knowledge acquisition and application, as this paper attempts to

demonstrate by introducing contributions made by the Institute of Petroleum Engineering, Heriot-Watt University,

to reservoir characterisation, modelling and management.
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A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO IOR

IOR is achieved by improving the recovery factor of a

reservoir. Ultimately the best way to achieve this must

be to use a holistic approach that properly integrates

the contributions that all disciplines involved in

Petroleum Engineering can make, melding best

practice and, where appropriate, innovations derived

from research.  A generic workflow for this process is

shown in Figure 1, together with topics that the

Institute of Petroleum Engineering at Heriot-Watt

University has made significant contributions to.  The

fundamental principle that underpins the steps in the

process is that the best decisions are based on a

realistic appreciation of all factors influencing that

decision.  For example, in otherwise relatively

homogenous reservoirs, thermally-induced stresses

created by the injection of cold water and the

anisotropic stress-sensitive response of the reservoir

will influence flood front migration and sweep

efficiency.  Early water breakthrough may occur if this

phenomenon is not recognised and allowed for in

reservoir development and management.

Examples of work coming out of Heriot-Watt that

contribute new knowledge and methodology for

reservoir characterisation and reservoir modelling are

given below.  As well as serving the needs of bringing

each task up to state-of-the-art capability, the power

of integrating that capability should also be obvious.

And so consider the following steps in the integrated

process – reservoir characterisation for sedimentary

processes and stress sensitivity, model building using

upscaling techniques, coupled modelling, simulation

combined with 3D visualisation to assist in

interpretation and decision making, enhanced

recovery using WAG, and reservoir monitoring using

well testing.

Reservoir Facies Modelling based on Sequence
Stratigraphy (Genetic Sedimentary Units) and
other Data derived from Reservoir Analogue
Outcrop Studies

This work was started at Heriot-Watt in 1992, to address

the need identified by the Petroleum Industry for

quantitative data on sedimentary systems, and for use

This paper was presented at the International R&D Forum on Oil, Gas and Petrochemicals, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 5-6 April 2004.
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in supplementing well data in the building of

stochastic reservoir models for flow simulation.  The

quantitative data collected from reservoir analogue

outcrops, using specially-developed photographic and

image processing methods, is used by BP, BG,

ChevronTexaco, ConocoPhillips, Exxon-Mobil,

Petrobras, Shell, Statoil, Unocal, and EnCana amongst

others. As well as providing data to the oil companies,

the work has more recently been extended to model

building and simulation as shown in Figure 2, the

supplementary well data required being provided by

oil companies.  These models are being used to address

production-related issues such as the optimisation of

reservoir management.

Upscaling of Facies Permeabilities for
Model Building

In a number of related projects carried out over the

last 12 years, the effects of reservoir heterogeneity and

flow processes upon oil recovery have been examined.

In this work, the types of heterogeneity that matter

under particular recovery schemes have been

determined.  Lithological heterogeneities are present

at a variety of length scales and, during the initial phase

of the work, the work concentrated on examining the

effects of small-scale structures, such as lamination,

which occur in many clastic rocks at scales of mm-cm

as shown in Figure 3.  Through numerical simulations

Figure 1:  The Holisitic Process of Improving Recovery Factor (* Topics that Heriot-Watt is researching)
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Figure 3:  The Upscaling Challenge – How is the real reservoir, with small scale attributes that influence fluid flow, represented at the
simulator scale?

Figure 2:  The collection, analysis and use of data from reservoir outcrop studies
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and experiment, it was verified that such structures

may have a significant effect on recovery, due to the

combination of high permeability contrasts between

the laminae and to capillary forces which are dominant

over small length scales.  Subsequently upscaling

methods were developed so that the effects of small-

scale structures can be included in larger-scale

simulations.

In the second phase of the research, and probably

more appropriate to IOR, Heriot-Watt extended

upscaling, to greater length-scales.  The Geopseudo

Toolkit was developed, providing a software package

to help sponsors analyse data, create permeability

models and perform scale-up through the ranges

shown in Figure 4.  Worked examples are contained in

a GeoFlow Atlas.  Practical guidelines for upscaling

have also been produced as an aid to transferring this

capability to Industry.

The oil companies using this approach to upscaling

include BG, Conoco, Shell, Statoil, Petrobras and

PETRONAS.

The Geomechanical Appraisal of Reservoirs

The background knowledge and methodology

required to create a geomechanical model of the

reservoir has been developed progressively over the

last 15 years.  The approach is based on a conceptual

model of the reservoir involving intact rock and

discontinuities, loaded with an anisotropic stress field.

A comprehensive workflow managing the acquisition

of all the data for stress-states, intact rock properties

and discontinuity properties has been devised and

applied, most notably to one of the world’s largest

reservoirs.  The workflow is economic with regard to

the effort required, as correlations are sought between

normal petrophysical properties and key rock

mechanical properties.  Optimum use is made of

wireline logs, selective sampling of core and laboratory

testing.  The core sampling for testing is driven by rock-

type and porosity variations revealed by the logs,

effectively dividing the rocks into mechanical units.  In

order to produce a necessary and complete data set

for some stress-sensitive phenomena however, the

overburden and the under burden must also be

characterised.  Creating the Geomechanical Appraisal

is the first step in examining the stress-sensitivity of

the reservoir using coupled modelling, or in using

stress-analysis modelling in the simulation of the

tectonic processes applied to the reservoir.  Reservoir

stress-sensitivity is recognised by ExxonMobil and BP

among others.

The Coupled Modelling of Reservoirs

In coupled modelling, stress-sensitive permeabilities,

fault transmissibilities and/or acoustic impedances are

accommodated by combining the capabilities of a

conventional fluid flow simulator with a stress-analysis

simulator using proprietary interfaces.  Production of

hydrocarbons can alter the stress state in the reservoir,

either by effective stress changes related to pore

pressure changes, or thermal stresses related to

injection of water.  These changes in stress state in turn

trigger other effects such as permeability changes in

Figure 4:  Upscaling from Plug Scale to Reservoir Simulation
Model Scale
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the matrix, or large deformations in the overburden.

Given the appropriate data set – the Geomechanical

Appraisal – Coupled stress/strain analysis and fluid

flow models can predict the impact of the production-

induced stress changes on reservoir performance by

feeding mechanically-induced controls on fluid flow

into the fluid flow model.  Figure 5 shows the results

for such a coupled model, the software being used is

VISAGETM.  The impact of depletion on reservoir

pressure distribution and fault reactivation is

demonstrated in this model.  This approach to adding

realism to reservoir modelling has been adopted by

ExxonMobil and BP.

Figure 5:  Coupled Reservoir Modelling – Deformations caused by production
(a) The predicted vertical displacements of overburden layer prior to production (the middle layer of Paleocene formation) and the

directions of faulting (the black rectangles).  The simulated movements matched the obverted faults in terms of location and
direction.

(b) Pressure change in reservoir layer due to depletion.
(c) Compaction in reservoir layer due to depletion.  The compaction was related to the pressure changes and the presence of faults
(d) The predicted shear strain of overburden layer due to depletion (the middle layer of Paleocene formation), which indicated the

re-activation of faults.
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Numerical Well Test Analysis,
Linked to Realistic Reservoir Models

This capability, developed in the first instance

specifically for fluvial and turbidite reservoirs, and

sandstone channels, uses a simulation model of the

reservoir being studied to produce synthetic well test

response curves for comparison with the real well test

data, providing another method for “ground truthing”

the reservoir model.  This technology is used for

examining production log data and for history

matching selected wells, and possibly also as a

justification for some well tests specially

commissioned in clastic reservoir intervals.  The

companies adopting this approach to well test analysis

include Shell, Phillips, Wintershall and Yukos.

Secondary Recovery Using WAG

The use of WAG (water alternating gas) injection can

potentially lead to improved oil recovery compared

to injection of either gas or water alone, however the

physical process is not well understood, and this is

where unique glass micromodels capable of operating

at high pressure have yielded knowledge of the pore-

scale fundamentals involved.  The micromodels, 2.5D

representations of the pores and grains of a reservoir

rock etched in glass and driven by a specially designed

fluid displacement and pressure control system, yield

stunningly clear images of the fluid phases and the

displacement processes that occur during the various

stages of a WAG process.  Experiments can be

conducted using either water-wet or oil-wet

micromodels.  The results presented here in Figure 6,

with an analysis in Figure 7, are for a water-wet

micromodel.  The micromodels were initially fully

saturated with water and then displaced with oil to

establish the connate water saturation.  They were then

flooded with alternate cycles of gas and water injection

to observe the three-phase flow/displacement process

and the associated oil recovery.  The experiments were

performed within the capillary dominated flow regime,

with the flow processes being filmed and electronically

stored using high resolution imaging.  Oil recovery at

the end of each flooding cycle were measured using

image analysis techniques.

Figure 6:  Micromodel studies revealing the effect of alternating water and gas injection on oil displacement from the pore spaces
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The results highlighted the importance of corner

filament flow of water in the recovery process, with the

initial waterflood residual oil saturation being trapped

mainly in the centre of the majority of the pore space,

surrounded by films of water coating the water-wet

pore walls.  The successive WAG cycles redistributed

the oil saturation in a way which resulted in improved

oil recovery, with clear evidence that the alternate use

of the water and gas injection mobilised oil that would

not have been mobilised under either gas or water

injection alone.  The micromodel revealed that a

limited number of WAG cycles were required to

approach a maximum achievable oil recovery, as

shown in Figure 7.

Visualisation Laboratory

The Visualisation Laboratory being assembled in the

Institute of Petroleum Engineering combines super

computing “number crunching” power (ultimately a

256 node cluster) for conventional and coupled

reservoir simulation with the specialist graphics

computational power, e.g. that supplied by SGI,

required for 3D visualisation.  This facility will enable

reservoir models to be run and visualised at the same

time, allowing “what if” type scenarios to be run and

examined in “real” simulation time.  Thus multiple

scenarios and scenario variation can be handled, with

the impact of changes being immediately revealed in

the 3D images.  New types of images, or other

complimentary means of communication and data

pesentation will also be derived – for example, what is

the best way to view a reservoir attribute jointly with

the uncertainty assigned to that attribute?  This facility

will be a powerful means of exploiting the full power

of the more realistic, detailed models being built –

fundamental to IOR! In addition, since rising to the

challenges and opportunities presented, the

effectiveness of multi-disciplinary team working will

be of key importance.  Hence research into multi-

disciplinary team working will also be conducted using

the laboratory.

CONCLUSIONS

A holistic multi-disciplinary approach to petroleum

engineering has been suggested as a credible,

attainable means of achieving IOR.  Using examples

from the research output of the Institute of Petroleum

Engineering, it has been further demonstrated how the

multi-disciplinary approach can be facilitated and kept

abreast of the most recent developments.
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ABSTRACT

The accuracy of upscaling procedures can be improved by using non-uniform grid cells at the coarse scale level.

Several researchers have investigated objective methods of selecting the optimal coarse grid configuration for

a particular fine grid model 1-2 .  However, all of these works neglect the effect of fluid force balances and always

assumed the model to be in viscous dominated flow.  This paper describes a new optimal grid-coarsening scheme

for two-phase flow in porous media based on the quantitative use of fine-scale simulation data.  The main idea

of this approach is to use fine-grid fluctuating moments to guide the choice of the coarse grid structure.  These

quantities are derived from the volume average saturation equation for different fluid force balances i.e. viscous,

gravity and capillary.  It is shown that this approach results in a more accurate prediction of quantities such as

total oil recovery and fluid production ratio in coarse grid models.  Here, we explore the relationship between

the sub-grid properties described above, and coarse scale numerical simulations for several synthetic model

problems.  To do this, we first introduce capillary terms into the volume averaging equations [3] to allow us to

assess the coarse scale simulations when capillary pressure is important in the fine grid models. Then we proceed

to the two-stage testing of the proposed technique to study the relationship of sub-grid variability to the error

in the coarse scale simulation results.  In the first stage testing, we consider many different aggregations of 2D,

20-layer fine grid systems to equivalent 2-layer coarse grid systems and in the second stage testing, we then

apply our findings to more heterogeneous interbedded sand cases where capillary forces are more important

and consider coarsening the fine grid model to more than 2 layers.

Keywords:  Upscaling, balance of fluid forces, simulation, optimal grid coarsening scheme

INTRODUCTION

In modern reservoir characterization, the spatial

resolution that may be incorporated into geological

models often exceeds the computational capabilities

of fluid flow simulators by a significant margin.

Therefore, some level of upscaling must be applied to

the fine scale geological models before they can be

used for practical flow calculations.  This upscaling may

be a simple block averaging of the single-phase

permeability or it may involve the application of a

complex upscaling procedure.

In this paper, we presented a novel PETRONAS

coarsening procedure which utilizes balance of fluid

forces as its framework.  This method differs from

conventional coarsening schemes in that it takes into

account not only the static properties of the fine grid

models but also the dynamic properties of the fine grid

simulation runs.  This in turn can lead to more accurate

This paper was presented at the International R&D Forum on Oil, Gas and Petrochemicals, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 5-6 April 2004.
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predictions of important quantities such as the

recovery factor, water-cut, pressure and gas-oil ratio.

To apply this coarsening method, we identify regions

of the fine grid models where there is low variability

of certain fluctuating fine grid parameters, and take

such regions as the corresponding coarse grid blocks.

Consequently, the final coarse grid may include both

finely and coarsely gridded regions (non-uniform

coarsening).

In this paper, we show that different fluctuating sub-

grid quantities lead to different coarsening strategies

depending on the force balance in the system.  For a

viscous dominated flow regime, (i) velocity-saturation

covariance (v ‘S ‘) and (ii) variance of saturation (S ‘S ‘)

most strongly affect the coarse grid structure.  In

gravity dominated systems, the key sub-grid moments

are (i) (S ‘S ‘ ) and (ii) covariance of permeability-

saturation (k ‘S ‘).  In the capillary dominated regime,

the appropriate sub-grid properties are (i)

(ii)            and (iii) S ‘S ‘.  In this paper, we focus on cases

where viscous and capillary forces are predominant

as we have previously described cases where only

viscous and gravity forces are present [3].

BALANCE OF FLUID FORCES

Immiscible fluid flow in porous media is controlled by

three types of forces i.e. (i) viscous, (ii) capillary and (iii)

gravity. This force may act by its own or combine with

one or the other two forces simultaneously.  The

existence and interplay of these fluid forces depend

on several phenomena such as scale of the model,

thickness of the layers, density difference of the in-situ

and displacing fluids etc.  At small scale model e.g.

lamina scale of 1-50 cm, both viscous and capillary

forces may dominate the displacement.  At larger scale

e.g. simulation grid of 10-100 m, viscous and gravity

forces may affect the flow significantly.  Obviously, cross

over regimes of these forces must exist at same scale

as we progress our study from small scale to a larger

scale model (or vice versa).

For illustrative discussion, linear water floods were

simulated to show the influence of fluid forces to the

fluid flow in porous media.  For this reason, we

constructed a simplified layered model of alternating

high and low permeability layers (permeability

contrast of 100).  In addition, we assigned high capillary

pressure table at the low permeability layers and low

capillary pressure table to the high permeability layers.

Figures 1 and 2 show the water saturation distribution

predicted by the simulator when viscous or capillary

pressure dominates the flow respectively.  To mimic

the required changes in fluid forces inside the model

i.e. from viscous force to capillary force, we reduce the

injection flow rate by a factor of 20.  In Figure 1, it is

shown that when viscous force dominates the

displacement (high injection rate), water channels

through the high permeability layers, leaving much of

the oil in the low permeability layers.

If the flow dominates by capillary forces as shown in

Figure 2, the flow characteristic changes completely.

Water is now imbibed into low permeability layers and

leaving much oil in the high permeability layers.  Due

to effect of capillary pressure, water also advances

S ‘
∂S ‘
∂x

k‘
∂S ‘
∂x

Figure 2:  Saturation distribution for capillary dominated flow

Figure 1:  Saturation distribution for viscous dominated flow
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faster in low permeability layers than in high

permeability layers.  In this case, initially near the

injector, the difference in pressure due to viscous force

makes the water to enter the high permeability layers

more than the low permeability layers.  However, the

undisturbed oil in the low permeability layers are then

contacted with water zones in the high permeability

layers.  Pressure differential created at the interface of

the two fluids, due to difference in capillary pressure,

then force the water to imbibe into the low

permeability layers.  As the results, premature water

breakthrough happens, and leaves much of the oil in

the high permeability layers.

As shown in these two examples, fluid forces may

significantly differ fluid flow characteristic of one

particular simulation model.  Depending on fluid

displacement rate as well as other parameters that

control fluid force regime calculation, flow behavior

and thus oil recovery and fluid production ratio can

vary tremendously although when we use the same

model.  As such, it is very important to capture the right

balance of fluid forces and their interplay that actually

happen in the fine grid model, and transfer these

information accurately into the coarse grid using an

appropriate upscaling technique.

SCALING GROUPS

The relative influence of the three forces on fluid flow

phenomenon is usually characterized in terms of

gravity-to-viscous ratio Ngv and capillary-to-viscous

ratio, Ncv.  There are many techniques or formulation

available in the industry to group these forces [4-6].

For the purpose of this paper, we discuss the scaling

group recommended by Zhou et al [4].

Zhou et al. derived the capillary to viscous ratio as:

(1)

and gravity to viscous ratio as:

(2)

As shown in Equations (1) and (2), parameters that

affect Ncv are (i) vertical permeability, (ii) length (iii)

capillary pressure derivatives with respect to

saturation (iv) fluid total velocity (v) thickness and (vi)

oil viscosity.

On the other hand, parameters that affect Ngv are i)

vertical permeability, (ii) density difference between

the two fluids (iii) length (iv) fluid total velocity (v) oil

viscosity and (vi) thickness.

Zhou et al. discussed these two terms to have

directional effect relating the Ncv and Ngv to the

balance of viscous forces in the horizontal direction

to capillary and gravity forces, respectively.  As we can

see in these two equations, as we lower the flow rate

in the model, the importance of viscous forces will

disappear favoring gravity or capillary forces

depending on the situation.

AVERAGED SATURATION EQUATION

We previously derived the averaged saturation

equation with gravity included as follows3:

(3)

where Sg= S is the gas saturation, ˜(S)  is the gas

fractional flow, η is kro.f , t is time, v is the total Darcy

velocity, ∆ρ = ρg - ρo (densities), g is gravitational

acceleration (z-dir), µo is oil viscosity, k is the local

permeability tensor, iz is the z-unit vector, kro and krg

are oil and gas relative permeabilities and fs, ηs,  fss and

ηss are the 1st and 2nd derivatives of f and η with

respect to S.

The fine scale functions f and η appear explicitly and

without modification in the coarse scale equation; i.e.

“rock curves” are applied directly in the coarse grid

model, although the use of pseudo functions can

further improve accuracy at high coarsening levels

[3,7]. Also, the coarse scale equation contains three

additional terms involving higher moments that
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account for the sub-grid effects, viz.  S ‘S ‘, v ‘S ‘ and k ‘S ‘,

and these terms are always multiplied by derivatives

of f or η.

The volume averaged saturation equation with

capillary pressure (Pc) is derived as before [3].  To

proceed, we write fine grid quantities as the sum of a

volume averaged coarse grid component (overbar)

and a fluctuating component (prime).  Thus, any fine

grid variable, F , can be written as Φ(x,z) = (x,z) Φ
_

+Φ’ =

(x,z).  The coarse scale saturation equation is then

derived by:

1. inserting these expressions into the fine grid

equation, volume averaging, and retaining terms

with products of two fluctuating quantities,

2. expanding terms in relative permeability and

fractional flow (with Pc terms) around the average

gas saturation S
_

; and

3. retaining only first order terms.

This volume averaged saturation equation includes

viscous, gravity and capillary terms.  Capillary terms

lead to 2 additional moments in the equation, which

may affect our coarsening strategy when Pc is

important.  Table 1 gives the appropriate moments

when different fluid forces act on one particular model.

Note that S ‘S ‘ appears in all the three force regimes;

v ‘S ‘ appears only in the viscous dominated case; k ‘S ‘

in the gravity dominated flow; and                and

when Pc dominates.  From Eq. (3), we can determine

the form of the error that will result from using rock

curves (neglecting the higher moment terms) on the

coarse scale.  Since such a scheme neglects all higher

moments, the error can be expected to correlate with

the magnitudes of the neglected terms.

NUMERICAL TESTING WHEN COARSENING
TO 2-LAYER COARSE GRID MODELS

Three cross-sectional models are used to determine

which higher moment is appropriate under different

fluid force balances.  The first two models have 100x20

(x/z) fine grid blocks and are coarsening upwards (Case

I) or downwards (Case II) as shown in Figure 3 (k varies

from 10 mD to 1462 mD).  The third model is a 100x80

(x/z) randomly populated layered model (Case III) with

two rock facies of 10 md and 1000 md as shown in

Figure 4.

____

S ‘. 
∂S ‘ 
 ∂x

____

k‘. 
∂S ‘ 
 ∂x

Figure 3:  Perm. distribution for Case I and II.

Figure 4:  Perm. distribution for Case III.

Tabl e 1:  Appropriate fluctuating moments for each of the fluid
force balance regimes

Forces Fluctuating Comment
Moments

Viscous S ‘S ‘ and v ‘S ‘
Have been presented
in SPE 69674.

Gravity S ‘S ‘ and k ‘S ‘
Have been presented
in SPE 69674.

Capillary S‘S ‘, Proposed in this
work

and

____

S ‘. 
∂S ‘ 
 ∂x

____

k‘. 
∂S ‘ 
 ∂x
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(7)

The           term was calculated locally using finite

differences as follows:

(8)

and Sij (or kij) for the grid block saturation

(permeability).  Since we have no values at the edge

of the model, these derivatives were ignored in this

region.  Error is computed as the normalized root mean

square (rms) difference in the oil recovery factor

between the coarse grid and the fine grid results [10].

For each sub-grid moment, we find the coefficient of

determination (R2) between that quantity and the

resulting error.  Hence, the bigger the R2 (using linear

regression) the better the results will be in terms of

the ability of the sub-grid quantity to be used as an

upscaling “error predictor”.

To simulate different balances of forces in Case I and II,

three scenarios were made for each model as

summarized in Table 2 (scenarios A, B and C).  Since

results for scenarios B and C will be “mirror images” for

Figure 5:  Input J-function for fine scale models

Capillary pressure is included and scaled using the J-

function shown in Figure 5 [8].  Note that the input J-

function is high for a gas-oil system but this is done to

increase the effect of capillary pressure in our models.

The other fine grid properties are: ¿ = 0.2; ∆x = ∆y = ∆z
=7.63m; µo = 10 cp, µg = 0.1 cp; ρo = 700 kg/m3, ρg =

1.0kg/m3.  The fluids are immiscible and the rock

relative permeabilities are as given by Guzman et al.

[9]:

and

(4)

where Swc = 0.15 (connate water), Sgc = 0.05 (trapped

gas) and Sorg = 0.1 (residual oil to gas).

CALCULATION AND COARSENING PROCEDURES

First note that we subsequently refer to v ‘S ‘, k ‘S ‘, S ‘S ‘,

               and                  as σvS, σkS, σ2
S, σS.(dS/dx) and σk.(dS/dx)

respectively.  We focus on the last three terms since

they are thought to be important when significant Pc

effects exist in the fine grid models.  The following

equations were used to calculate the three higher

moments (averaged over all the calculated time steps):

(5)

(6); and

____

k‘. 
∂S ‘ 
 ∂x

____

S ‘. 
∂S ‘ 
 ∂x

____

S ‘ 
 ∂S ‘ 
 ∂x

Scenarios
∆ρρρρρ Inj. velocity

Pc
Force

(kg/m3) (m/day) balance

A 700 0.30 Yes Gravity,
capillary
and viscous
forces.

B 1E-6 0.30 Yes Capillary
and viscous
forces.

C 1E-6 0.06 Yes Mostly
capillary
forces - some
viscous.

D 700 0.30 No Gravity and
viscous forces

E 1E-6 0.30 No Viscous
dominated

Table 2:  Description of the force balance scenarios
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these 2 models, only Cases IB and IC are presented

(Case IIB and IIC are identical).  Typically, we first

simulate the fine grid model and then generate

equivalent 2-layer coarse grid models.  A 20-layer fine

grid model has 19 different coarsening combinations

that give 2-layer models (plus one 2D→1D, upscaling

option).  For efficiency, only coarsening options

involving amalgamation of odd numbers of fine grid

layers into one coarse grid layer were considered.

In the x-direction, we uniformly coarsen the 100 fine

grid blocks to 20.  Hence, our coarse grid models are

then 20x2.  Before each of these options was run, the

values of the three sub-grid quantities were calculated

based on the saturation, grid block size and

permeability distributions of the fine grid model.  Each

of the 2-layer coarse models was then run and the error

quantified as described above.  As suggested by the

average saturation equation, rock curves are used

directly in the coarse models.  The results are discussed

below.

TWO-LAYER COARSE GRID MODELS RESULTS

We first present results for the 20→2-layer upscaling

for Cases I and II under force balance scenarios A, B

and C (Table 2).  The results in Table 3 summarize the

performance of each coarsening method for test cases

IA, IB, IC and IIA. The gradients of S and absolute

permeability are directional in nature and we therefore

calculated these quantities in the two directions

separately to find which direction is more appropriate

for application.  Results in Table 3 show that the

fluctuating moments in the x-direction provides much

better R2 when plotted against the normalized rms

error compared to the z-direction.  That is, the

moments in the x-direction act better as a better “error

predictor” (cf. the z-direction properties) possibly

because x-directional flow dominates in the system.

In all 4 cases, crossflow due to capillary forces and/or

gravity is relatively small compared to the flow in the

x-direction.  Even for Case II A, where the fluid crossflow

is expected to be maximum, the ratio of fluid flowing

in the x-direction is over 20 times higher than the z-

direction flow.  Furthermore, we believe that the results

were mainly contributed by the        term, which is

“active” only at the flood front, which is generally

flowing in the x-direction.  Results in Table 3 show that

the mean R2 for                    ,                      and  S ‘S ‘ vs. the

normalized rms error for the 4 cases are excellent (0.77

to 0.88) showing these fluctuating higher moments

to be good error predictors when Pc is significant in

the fine grid models.

APPLICATION OF THE COARSENING SCHEME IN
MULTI-LAYERED 2D →→→→→ 2D UPSCALING (CASE III)

We now consider 2D → 2D coarsening of the 80-layer

model of Case III under the various force balances in

Table 2 to determine if our coarsening approach

applies to multi-layer systems where Pc is large.  In this

case, we consider scenarios A, D and E.  In Case IIIA all

three forces act simultaneously, Case IIID has viscous

and gravity forces and Case IIIE has only viscous forces.

The oil recovery profiles for the three cases are shown

in Figure 6.  Comparison of Cases IIIA and IIID highlights

the effect of Pc in this model.  In Case IIIA, capillary

crossflow helps to improve the sweep efficiency.

Lowest recovery is seen for the viscous dominated

Case IIIE, where the helpful crossflow effects of both

Pc and gravity are absent.  Figures 7, 8 and 9 show S-

distributions after 5pv injection for these 3 cases.

___
∂S ‘
∂x

Table 3:  R2 for the correlation of the moments vs. the coarse grid
normalized rms error in oil recovery factor for Cases IA, IB, IC and
IIA

Cases S ‘S ‘

Case I A 0.7992 0.4564 0.7873 0.5400 0.9072

Case I B 0.5856 0.3143 0.9688 0.7074 0.9279

Case I C 0.7877 0.2394 0.9495 0.7065 0.8387

Case II A 0.8901 0.6893 0.7923 0.7772 0.8605

Average 0.7657 0.4246 0.8745 0.6828 0.8836

____

S ‘  
∂S ‘ 
 ∂x

____

S ‘  
∂S ‘ 
 ∂z

____

kx  ∂S ‘ 
 ∂x

____

kz  
∂S ‘ 
 ∂z

____

S ‘  
∂S ‘ 
 ∂x

____

kx  ∂S ‘ 
 ∂x
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Case IIIA:  We now examine the effect of 2D → 2D

coarsening in these models.  Figures 10 and 11 show

the relations between the three higher moments (σ2
S,

σS.(dS/dx) and σk.(dS/dx)) vs. the number of coarse grid

layers.  The decreasing trend of the fluctuating

moment as the number of coarse layers increases is as

expected.  However, we find that different fluctuating

moments suggested different configurations of the

coarse grid model (for same number of coarse layers).

As a result, each coarse grid model will produce

different simulation results and we must establish

which moment produces a coarse grid model that best

reproduces the fine grid results.  For this purpose, we

simulate the 1, 10, 20, 30 and 40 coarse grid layers as

suggested by each of the above 3 higher moments.

Figure 6:  Recovery factor versus pore volume injected for Cases
IIIA, IIID and IIIE

Figure 8:  Saturation distribution for Case IIID (at 5 PVI)

Figure 7:  Saturation distribution for Case IIIA (at 5 PVI)

Figure 9:  Saturation distribution for Case IIID (at 5 PVI)

Figure 10:  Fluctuating moments versus no. of coarse grid layers
(S ‘S ‘)

Figure 11:  Fluctuating moments versus no. of coarse grid layers
(σS.(dS/dx) and σk.(dS/dx))
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Figure 12 shows oil recovery profiles for 40-layer coarse

grid models showing that σ2
S produces the best result

followed by σk.(dS/dx), σS.(dS/dx) and lastly, uniform

coarsening (every coarse layer contains two fine grid

layers).

Plotting the fluctuating moments versus normalized

rms error produces an interesting observation.  As we

can see in Figures 13 and 14, all of the fluctuating

moments have an R2 close to unity.  For σ2
S, it is

observed that the resulting regression lines follow

exactly the same trend as the moments itself i.e. having

2 sloping lines, with cut-off around 25 coarse grid layers

as shown in Figure 10.  The reason why all the three

fluctuating moments produce a good R2 versus error

perhaps is due to the fact that the coarse grid

configuration was designed by systematically

reducing the fluctuating higher moments in the fine

grid models.  Although that particular moment might

not suggest the “optimal answer” for that coarse grid

configuration, it will nevertheless reduce the error

systematically as the number of coarse grid layers

increases.  As a result, it makes the regression line

almost perfect when plotted against these two

parameters.

The results of Case IIIA are summarized in Figure 15,

which shows normalized rms error vs. number of

coarse grid layers for the three fluctuating moments.

Two interesting observations are:  In all the three sub-

grid moments the error decreases (proportional to the

reduction in the average value of that moment) as we

increase the number of coarse grid layers.  Secondly,

the best of the fluctuating moments is σ2
S, followed

by σk.(dS/dx) and σS.(dS/dx) (consistent with our previous

finding using 2-layer coarse grid models). Overall, it

appears that all three moments may be used in

designing the coarse grid configuration as suggested

by the average saturation equation.

Case IIID:  For this case, capillary pressure is ignored.

Again, we simulate the 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 40 coarse

grid layers to study the relationship between the

resulting error in coarse grid model with the higher

moments.  The overall results for Case IIID are very

Figure 12:  Recovery factor vs. pore volume injected (40-layer
coarse grid, Case IIIA)

Figure 13:  Fluctuating moments versus normalized rms error
(S ‘S ‘, Case IIIA)

Figure 14:  Fluctuating moments normalized rms error ( σS.(dS/dx)
and σk.(dS/dx) , Case IIIA)

Figure 15:  Normalized rms error versus no. of coarse grid layers
(Case IIIA)
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similar to the one in Case IIIA i.e. the R2 ≈ 1 for all three

moments vs. normalized rms error.

However, Figure 16, which shows normalized rms error

vs. number of coarse grid layers, highlights the

interesting observation that only σ2
S can be used in

designing the coarse grid layer configuration i.e. using

σk.(dS/dx) and σS.(dS/dx) will lead to a very large error.  This

is confirmed in Figure 17 which shows an example

result for the oil recovery factor when the 80-layer fine

grid model is coarsen into 40-layer coarse grid model

for the configuration suggested by the three moments.

This finding confirms the result as suggested by the

average saturation equation.  As stated in Table 1,

σk.(dS/dx) and σS.(dS/dx) terms do not appear when

capillary pressure is zero as simulated in Case IIID, and

using them as coarsening guides will lead to significant

errors.

Case IIIE:  This case has viscous dominated flow (g = 0,

Pc = 0).  As before, the three fluctuating moments vs.

normalized rms error show a very good R2.  For this

case, σ2
S produces a single continuous slope.  Figure

18 shows that only σ2
S and σk.(dS/dx) can be used in

designing the coarse grid layer configuration i.e. using

σS.(dS/dx) will lead to a large error.  Figure 19 shows the

trend for the oil recovery factor when the 80-layer fine

grid model is coarsened to 40-layer model for the

configuration suggested by the three moments.  The

accuracy of the σ2
S term reducing the error in the

coarse grid model is expected as shown in Table 1, i.e.

the term explicitly appears when flow is viscous

dominated as in this model.  On the other hand, the

accuracy of the σk.(dS/dx) term, for this specific case, is

perhaps due to its similarity with the v‘S‘ term.  In such

viscous dominated zero-crossflow layered models,

permeability and velocity are directly proportional.  In

addition, the variation in the S-gradient and S will make

not much difference between them because flow is

totally in one direction in each of the fine grid layers.

The S-gradient term is non-zero only in the coarse grid

blocks that the flood front is passing through.

Figure 19:  Recovery factor versus Pore volume injected (40-layer
coarse grid, Case IIIE)

Figure 18:  Normalized rms error versus no. of coarse grid layers
(Case IIIE)

Figure 17:  Recovery factor versus Pore volume injected (40-layer
coarse grid, Case IIID)

Figure 16:  Normalized rms error versus no. of coarse grid layers
(Case IIID)
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the relationship between sub-

grid effects and the accuracy of coarse scale simulation

models for layered systems when capillary pressure

exists in the models.  The actual sub-grid measures

considered represent higher moments of fine scale

variables (σ2
S, σS.(dS/dx) and σk.(dS/dx)) when capillary

pressure is important and were derived from a volume

averaging of the fine grid saturation equation.  The

coarse scale simulation results demonstrate that the

volume averaging procedure can be used to model

the form of the coarse grid configuration.  Further, we

showed that the coarse grid error could be minimized

by designing the coarse grid models such that certain

of these higher moments are minimized.  The specific

sub-grid measure that best correlated with the coarse

grid error was shown to vary depending on balance

of fluid forces as suggested by the average saturation

equation.
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ABSTRACT

Different areas for the use of surfactants in tertiary oil recovery and in oil industry will be discussed.  The basic

principles of the surfactants in these processes will be explained.

In EOR the most important factors are the viscosity and the interfacial tension of the surfactant solution.  The

viscosity of the pushing fluid has to be matched to the viscosity of the reservoir oil and the interfacial tension of

the oil/water interface should have a very low value of around 1.10-3 mN/m.  It is shown that the viscosity of the

fluid with about 1% surfactant can be adjusted between the viscosity of water and values of 100 Pas.  However,

the high viscosities break down when the fluids are in contact with oil and solubilize oil.  Under these conditions

always very low viscosities will be reached.  It is therefore necessary to adjust the viscosity with water soluble

polymers.

Drilling fluids are another area where surfactants can be used.  They usually contain surfactants, clays and water

soluble polymers.  It is demonstrated that in such formulations all components can interact with each other and

these systems can form weak hydrogels with a strong shear-thinning behavior.

While surfactants or amphiphilic compounds are used to prepare emulsions and stable dispersions, surfactants

can also be used to break natural emulsions that are produced during the oil recovery process.  Finally, it will be

discussed that surfactant systems can be used for drag reduction during the transport of oil in pipelines or for

the transport of waste water.

Keywords:  surfactant systems, EOR, drilling fluids, microemulsions

SURFACTANT SYSTEMS FOR VARIOUS FIELDS OF EOR:
DRILLING FLUIDS, MICROEMULSIONS, CONTROL OF VISCOSITY,

BREAKING OF EMULSIONS

Heinz Hoffmann

University of Bayreuth, BZKG, 95440 Bayreuth, Germany.

heinz.hoffmann@nmbgmbh.de

INTRODUCTION

Surfactants are as their name expresses surface active

molecules.  The surfactant molecules consist of two

parts, one which is oil soluble and insoluble in water

and one which is polar and water soluble and not oil

soluble.  As a consequence of this amphiphilic nature

of the compound the molecules can do amazing

things.  There is hardly any large scale industrial process

where surfactants are not involved.  They play the key

role in the cleaning process of textiles and surfaces [1],

they stabilize emulsions and dispersions [2], but all the

same they can also flocculate a stable dispersion.  They

speed up dyeing process [3], they lower friction and

can accelerate the flow in turbulant pipe flow [4].  In

nanotechnology they are used to structure the

This paper was presented at the International R&D Forum on Oil, Gas and Petrochemicals, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 5-6 April 2004.
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porosity of mesoporous materials [5] and to

compartibilize nanoparticles like clay minerals with

bulk polymers [6].

As a consequence of their importance in industrial

processes, a large number of surfactants are produced

and are commercially available.  Several thousand

different surfactants are used and produced

worldwide.  The molecules differ in chainlength,

headgroups, branching ethoxylation degree and so on.

In spite of their large variety and different structures,

all of them have several effects in common on which

the many applications are based.  Theoretically it

probably would be possible to generate all the

properties that can be made by surfactants with a few

dozens of compounds.  The large number of used

compounds has to do with the availability of raw

materials, price, tradition, laws and so on.

The main effects on which their applications are based

are few and most of the actions add up to a dozen or

so.

• Surfactants are surface active molecules and when

dissolved in water form a monolayer on the water

surface or at an oil water interface [7].

• As a consequence of this adsorption, the surface

tension of water and the interfacial tension of the

O/W interface is lowered [8].

• Surfactants adsorb also on solid/liquid interfaces

and by doing so change the wetting behavior of

the fluid with the substrate [9].

• Surfactants can also adsorb on other molecules

that are dissolved in the aqueous phase like on

polymers or on dyes or phospholipid structures

[10].

• The adsorption therefore leads to a change of the

interaction between the molecules or the

molecules cluster themselves [11].

• In water or aqueous phases, surfactants self-

assemble into micelles and at higher

concentration liquid crystalline phases [12].

• The aggregates do modify the flow behavior of the

aqueous phases. The fluids can become

shearthinning and shearthickening; and assume

properties of soft matter with a yield stress or form

highly viscoelastic fluids [13, 14, 15].

All of these remarkable properties are achieved at

rather small concentrations of less than 1 %, often

already at 0.1 or 0.01 %.  These amazing properties of

surfactants can also be used in the petroleum industry,

in particular in enhanced oil recovery (EOR) [16].

Surfactants can be used for the formulation of

optimized drilling fluids [17], for the improvement of

the oil recovery [18], for the breaking of O/W and W/O

emulsions [19] and in particular for the speed up of

the flow in pipelines [20].

In this paper, the fundamentals for the various

applications will be described.  It will become clear that

the optimized fluids for the various applications always

depend on the particular situation.  It will not be

possible to come up with general formulations which

are good for all oil wells.  Each oil well has its own

salinity in water, its special rock and porosity, its

temperature and its special composition of oil.  All of

these parameters are important for the formulation of

the optimum fluid because phase diagrams of

surfactants and properties of micellar solutions and

in particular the interfacial tension depend on the

salinity of bulk water and temperature [21].

SURFACTANT FLOODING

It is a general knowledge that an oil well can be

considered to be exhausted when most of the original

oil is still trapped in the mesoporous system of

capillaries of the rock formation.  But the water that

can be pushed into the reservoir to dislodge the oil

from the rock can find its own route to the pumping
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hole and does not displace the oil.  It may not have the

right viscosity and not the right surface activity to lose

the oil from the rock.

The natural oil maybe wetting the rock.  The reason

for the wetting on a molecular scale can be many fold.

One often encountered situation occurs in oil

reservoirs in which the rock is limestone.  Limestone

can have a positive zeta-potential and the crude oil

can contain surfactant-like compounds with

negatively charged groups which stick to the

limestone and thus make a good connection of the

oil to the rock.  The oil may also be much more viscous

than water.  Under these conditions it is easy to realize

that it is difficult for water as a flooding fluid to

dislodge the oil from the rock.

The situation is very similar to the washing of laundry

where greasy dirt is sitting on textile fibre and is hold

back by the capillary systems of the textile network.

We know that in this situation we have to adjust the

surface activity of the surfactant in the aqueous phase

to such a level that the aqueous phase will wet the

textile fiber much better than the greasy oil and

therefore dislodge the oil from the fibre.

The fundamentals of this process are given by Young

equation:

σ →
sw

 = σ →
so
 + σ →

ow
 . cos � (1)

In the washing process the amount of the oily phase

is miniscule in comparison to the amount of the

aqueous phase.  In most practical situations, the

amount of oil is even smaller in comparison with the

amount of surfactant in the aqueous phases.  It is

therefore likely that in such situations the oily grease

is completely solubilized by the surfactant.  In the oil

recovery process, solubilisation cannot be set as the

objective of the process.  This strategy would be too

expensive because even under optimized conditions

like the ones which are encountered in

microemulsions [22], we would need significant

amount of surfactants.  The goal therefore must be to

dislodge the crude oil from the wall of the capillaries

and to form emulsion droplets from the oil.  This brings

up a second problem in the recovery process.  The oil

droplets must be able to pass easily the capillary

system of the rock, as shown in Figure 1.  If the emulsion

droplets have a larger diameter than the diameter of

the capillaries, the transport would be difficult because

the droplets would have to be deformed.  This process

costs much energy.  To get around this problem lies

the use of surfactants which give an interfacial tension

of the droplets.  From our experience with immiscible

liquids we know that droplets of oil in water assume a

spherical shape.  Such an emulsion would not pass

easily through a glass capillary in which its radius is

smaller than the radius of the droplets.  A deformed

droplet has however a longer surface than a spherical

one.  The interfacial tension of a normal emulsion that

is stabilized by a surfactant film may have an interfacial

tension of the order of 1 mN/m.  This interfacial tension

may however be lowered to values that are 1000 times

smaller and are in the range of 10-3 mN/m.

Under these conditions the droplets can easily be

deformed because the energy of deformation which

Figure 1:  Oil droplet with fluctuating shape when interfacial tension is extremely low.  It then can easily pass capillaries in the rock
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is given by the product of increase of area of droplet

times the interfacial tension is small and in the area of

kT.  The situation is then similar to the flow of blood

through the fine arteri-system in the human body.  The

erythrosites can easily be deformed during flow.

After oil is dislodged from the wall, it is hoped that the

emulsified oil can coalesce and form slugs of oil which

can be pushed to the central hole by the flooding fluid.

Now the viscosity of the oil slug becomes of

importance for the whole process:  its viscosity could

be much higher than the viscosity of the aqueous

phase, a situation that could give rise to fingering [23].

In this situation we could think of using viscoelastic

surfactant solution as flooding fluids.  Viscoelastic

surfactant solutions consist of wormlike micelles and

their zero-shear viscosities can be as high as 100 Pas

for 1 % by weight surfactant solutions  [24].  Figure 2

shows zero shear viscosities for different surfactant

systems as a function of the concentration.  The results

make it clear that the viscosities can easily be adjusted

within a wide range. In particular aqueous surfactant

systems with high viscosities can be obtained by

mixing surfactants or surfactants with co-surfactants.

Wormlike micelles can now be made visible with the

cryo-TEM method.  A micrograph of such micelles is

shown in Figure 3.  However, when such a surfactant

solution comes into contact with oil and some oil is

solubilized into the threadlike micelles, these long

entangled micelles are transformed to microemulsion

droplets and the viscosity of the fluid breaks down and

assumes viscosities of water [25].  The transformation

of long entangled micelles into small microemulsion

droplets is a very general one.  It is entropy driven and

can not be suppressed.  For this reason the use of

viscoelastic surfactant solutions as flooding fluids is

probably not practical.  If the viscosity has to be

adjusted it is better done by water-soluble polymers

that do not bind to surfactants.

Figure 2:  Different surfactants with high viscosities at small
concentrations

Figure 3:  Cryo-TEM micrograph of entangled threadlike micelles.
Note the branching of the cylindrical micelles at the white arrow.
The block arrow marks the position where two micelles are on
top of each other (by courtesy of I. Talmon)
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Some light scattering results to demonstrate the

breakdown of entangled threadlike micelles are given

in Figure 4.  It is clear from the results that the

transformation of the rods to the microemulsion

droplets occurs rather abruptly.

WATER-SOLUBLE POLYMERS AND SURFACTANTS

Water-soluble polymers are known to be able to build

up viscosities in aqueous solutions [26].  Some of them

are known as thickeners in various applications.  Their

ability to build up high viscosities depends on the

molecular weight of the polymer.  On the flexibility or

the persistence length and in particular on the

hydrophobic and ionic substitution of the polymer.

Many water-soluble polymers are also surface active

and they interact therefore with normal surfactants.

The viscosity of ionic modified polymer solutions

depends very much on the salinity of the flooding fluid.

In general, excess salt leads to the collapse of swollen

coils and therefore reduces the viscosity of the polymer

solution.  In the following figures some of the

phenomena are illuminated that are encountered in

polymer solutions.

In Figure 5, the viscosity of hydrophobically and

cationically modified hydroxyethylcellulose is shown

when increasing amounts of ionic surfactants are

added [27].  With increasing surfactants, we note first

an increase of the viscosity which actually can lead to

the formation of a gel-like system within a small

concentration region.  This increase of viscosity and

formation of a yield stress in the gel is based on the

physical cross-linking of the hydrophobic groups by

the surfactants.  Beyond a critical surfactant

concentration the system collapses and undergoes

phase separation into polymer and surfactant rich

phase and a polymer poor phase.  This process is

accompanied by the breakdown of the viscosity of the

system and is caused by a complete charge

compensation of the ionic charges by the ionic charges

of the surfactants.  As a consequence the repulsive

forces on the polymer are overcompensated by the

attractive forces and the systems collapse.  If the

surfactant concentration is increased further, more

surfactants will bind to the polymer-surfactant

complex, recharge the systems and it becomes soluble

again with high viscosity.

Figure 4:  Laser light scattering results about the rod sphere
transition by solubilisation of hydrocarbon.  Note the sharpness
of the transition

Figure 5: Viscosities of cationically modified hydroxyethylcellulose
(cat-HEC) for increasing surfactant concentration. Note the two
phase region around charge neutrality.
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Finally, so many surfactants are bound on the

hydrophobic groups that the network points open up

and the viscosity breaks down to values which are

below the viscosity of the surfactant free system.

For HM-polymer systems that carry negative ions the

phase separation with increasing anionic surfactants

does not occur.  In particular, the strong maximum of

the viscosity occurs and the viscosity after the

maximum is lower than the viscosity in the surfactant

free system.  Some copolymers are available which give

rather high viscosities at small concentrations and the

viscosity is rather insensitive to the salt and the

surfactant concentration [28].  Figure 6 shows some

rheological data for such a system.

The presented data make it clear that it is generally

not possible to develop a formulation which can be

used in all oil-wells.  Usually each well requires the

development of its own optimized formulation.

DRILLING  MUDS

Drilling muds are fluids with a complicated rheological

behavior.  They contain several components and they

usually have to fullfill several tasks.  Very often they

contain clays, water-soluble polymers and surfactants;

and water.  All of these components usually interact

with each other.

Drilling fluids have to cool the drill.  They have to

transport the drilled-up material to the surface and to

stabilize the drilled hole.  This fluid should seal the wall

of the hole to prevent drilling fluid from escaping into

the rock formation.  Finally, the drilling fluid should

prevent sand and other soils from falling and building

a sediment in the drilled hole when the drills have to

be exchanged what requires the taking out and in of

hundreds of meters of drilling pipes.

Surfactants and water-soluble polymers are surface

active components and they will bind to clay surfaces

[29, 30].  In Figures 7 and 8, some results of the

adsorption of the surfactants and polymers are shown.

The results make it clear that clays can adsorb their

own weight of surfactant and their many fold weight

of polymers.  Surfactants of course as we have

Polymer Synthesis

A micelle polymerization technique was used to
prepare the hydrophobically modified polyelectrolytes.

Rheological properties
Ionic strenght effect
Surfactant effect (SDS, CTAB, C14DMAO)
Temperature effect
Shear rate Effect
Viscoelasticity
AFM microscope

(6a)

Figure 6:  Viscosities for different copolymers from polyacrylamide
and polyacrylate which are weakly hydrophobically modified at
different salinities. The polymer concentration is 0.5 %

(6b)
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discussed in the section on flooding do also adsorb

on polymers and by doing so modify the binding of

polymer to the clay.  Under optimized conditions,

systems can be formulated to behave like soft gels in

the unstirred system but are shear-thinning under

shear and become water-viscous under high shear

[31].

Obviously, the yield stress of the soft gels is the

property that is necessary to prevent soil from

sedimenting into the hole when drilling is at stand still.

The viscoelastic properties of the fluid under pumping

conditions guarantee the transport of the drilled up

rock and the clay are the component that can seal the

wall of the hole.  In Figure 9 the gel-like behavior of a

Figure 7:  Surface tension measurements of
alkyldimethylaminoxide surfactants with and without the
presence of 1 % of clay mineral

system that consists of clays, polymer and surfactant

is shown and in Figure 10, the shear thinning behavior

of the fluid is presented.

THE BREAKING OF EMULSIONS

During the flow through the porous rock the crude oil

is exposed to shearing forces.  When it is at the same

time in contact with the flooding fluid emulsions will

be formed.  In oil wells which are close to depletion

and where the aqueous phase is in excess it is likely

that O/W emulsions will be formed while for new wells

it is likely that W/O emulsions may be formed.  Both

emulsions can typically have 50 % of water and can

be very stable.  As a consequence of the dense packing

of the droplets they can be highly viscous and may

not even up-creame what they normally should.  The

1.25 wt% PVA 1 + 1.5% SKS-20

1.25 wt% PVA 1 + 1.5% SKS-20

Figure 9:  Soft hydrogel from polyvinylalcohol and clay mineral

Figure 10:  A rheogram of the hydrogel from Figure 9

Figure 8:  Surface tension measurements of polyvinylalcohol
without and with the presence of different clay mineral
concentrations
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droplets in the continuous phase are usually stabilized

by rather thick films (skins) of surface active

compounds like asphaltenes, acids and alcohols that

are present in the natural oil and may actually make

up a considerable fraction of the oil (a few percent)

[32].  In order to save transport costs of the crude oil to

the refinery these emulsions have to be broken as close

to the oil well as possible and as quickly as possible in

order to avoid large storage facilites.  The coalescence

of the droplets and hence the quick separation of the

oil and the aqueous phase can be accelerated by

adding small amounts of additives.  Even in

concentrations of small amounts (~100ppm) such

additives can quickly break the emulsions [33].

However, a general solution for the problem does not

exist because in each case the stabilizing film of the

droplets is of different polarity and needs an optimized

molecule for the coalescence process to occur.

The question may be asked what is the underlying

molecular process for the coalescence of the droplets.

The problem is similar to the case of foam destruction

by antifoam additives [34].  It is clear from the small

amounts of additives which are added to break the

emulsions that these additives cannot replace the

large amounts of natural additives from the interface

of the droplets.  A different mechanism must do the

job.

Some of the most active additives are copolymers with

hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups [35].  It is

therefore imaginable that these compounds are

soluble both in the aqueous and in the oil phase. In

solutions they will form a coil.  Such a coil, if large

enough, can crosslink two neighbouring droplets and

thus form a link between the droplets through which

the fluid from one droplet can flow to the other.  Since

one droplet will, on the average, have a different size

than the other and hence a different LaPlace pressure

the outcome of such a situation will be clear, i.e. the

little droplet will be quickly swallowed by the bigger

one.  As a strategy for the breaking of emulsions we

therefore have to design large molecules or cluster of

molecules which are able to penetrate quickly oil/

water interfaces.

DRAG-REDUCTION

Newtonian fluids have a shear-rate independent

viscosity. For small pressure difference in pipe flow the

fluids show a laminar flow behavior with a parabolic

velocity profile.  With increasing pressure the laminar

flow is replaced by a turbulent flow at a critical

Reynolds number.  For turbulent flows the friction

coefficent of the fluid can be reduced by the addition

of small amounts of additives like polymers or

surfactant.  This phenomenon is of great practical

significance because it means that for the same

pressure difference the fluid can flow faster or a

required flow rate can be reached with a lower

pressure.  The practical consequences are that less

energy is needed for the transport of a fluid or for the

cycling of a fluid in a closed circuit.  The effect is

demonstrated in Figure 11 where the waterflow from

two glass tubings, is shown in which the glass tubings

have the same diameter.  If both tubings are filled with

water the flow velocity of the water when it leaves the

tubes will be the same and will therefore show the

same parabola. In the demonstration set-up in Figure

11 the water in one system contains 1000 ppm of a

special surfactant.  The result is a faster flow rate at the

tube exit.

Figure 11:  Demonstration of drag reduction in water by
surfactants.  The blue water has a higher outflow velocity than
the yellow water even though the pressure difference and the
diameters of the glass tubings are the same
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The molecular mechanism for this phenomenon is very

complicated and has been studied in detail [37].  In

the solution at rest, the surfactant molecules in the

aqueous phase form small rodlike micelles with an

axial ratio of about 10.  With a diameter of about 25 ≈
and a length of 250 ≈ these rods undergo Brownian

diffusion and rotation processes.  With their

dimensions they have a rotation time constant of the

order of one msec. This means that for small shear rates

the Peclet number τ . γ is much smaller than one what

means that the rods are not aligned at such flow-rate

and the fluid remains isotropic.  However, even at small

shear rates the rods collide and make collisions.  The

interface of the rods is such that they stick to each

other and form long necklace type of strings.  These

long aggregates align in the flow and laminarize the

turbulent flow.  The consequence is a reduction of the

friction in the turbulent flow region.  The flow of oil in

the pipelines can be effected in the same way.  It is

possible the additives act in the same way.
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ABSTRACT

Growing demand for high quality diesel is being driven principally by increasingly stringent legislation governing

the composition of liquid transportation fuels and, amongst the various alternatives to meeting this demand,

Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) based Gas-to-Liquids (GTL) processing is recognized as an industrially proven and

economically competitive route.  Furthermore, it is generally accepted that for this purpose, GTL processing is

most effective when comprising an F-T synthesis driven to wax production, followed by hydrocracking to produce

the middle-distillate products.  By means of comparison between refinery and F-T GTL hydrocracking feedstocks,

and demonstration of the poor applicability, to F-T wax processing, of catalysts optimized for refinery feedstocks,

this paper argues that a significant opportunity exists for optimization of the wax hydrocracking step and also

for an overall improvement of F-T based GTL processing.

Keywords:  Gas-to-Liquids, Fischer-Tropsch, Hydrocracking, Wax, Catalyst

INTRODUCTION

Since the 1970’s, environmental legislation regulating

air quality has increasingly played an important role

in determining automotive emission standards.

Initially limited to the introduction of unleaded fuel

and catalytic converters for gasoline vehicles, more

recent regulation has focused on addressing emission

aspects directly linked to fuel composition.  With the

increasing demand for diesel fuels, principally due to

a combination of the inherently greater efficiency of

high compression diesel engines (and associated

lower CO2 emissions per km traveled), attention has

turned to the regulation of diesel properties most

adversely affecting air quality.  This notably reduced

sulphur, aromatics, fuel density and distillation

endpoint, and increased cetane number as provided

in European, American and Japanese specifications [1].

Of the various alternative fuels possible for use in diesel

engines (including biodiesel, dimethylether, LPG,

methanol and CNG), synthetic diesel from Fischer-

Tropsch (F-T) based gas-to-liquids (GTL) processing is

the most promising in terms of all of, potential to

produce quality and engine compatibility.

Although long recognized as a route for the conversion

of coal and natural gas to liquids, the Fischer-Tropsch

conversion is notoriously unselective, producing a

wide product carbon-number distribution.  Despite

decades of research, efforts to improve the intrinsic

selectivity of the F-T synthesis towards desired

fractions has met with only limited success.  With

increasing global interest in F-T processing as a route

to both associated and remote gas utilization, and the
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production of high quality, clean distillate fuels,

attention is focused on routes to maximize overall

middle-distillate selectivity.  Consequently, it is

generally accepted that the most effective route

currently available for enhanced overall distillate

selectivity in F-T based GTL processing, is an approach

which makes use of high α -value F-T catalysts

generating long-chain, wax, products in the F-T step,

followed by cracking of the wax back into the distillate

product range [2].

Hydrocracking is a well established process for the

conversion of heavy feedstock into lighter fractions.

With origins based initially on coal liquefaction and

later on the conversion of heavy gas oils, hydrocracking

came into its own only during the 1960’s when it was

developed as the process of choice for the processing

of refractory crude and cycle oils, the latter increasing

with the then large expansion in refinery fluid catalytic

cracking capacity [3].  Despite its now much wider and

more versatile application, hydrocracking process and

catalyst developments have almost exclusively been

limited to the processing of crude and crude-derived

fractions within traditional oil-refining complexes.

Moreover, within the US market where this

commercialization drive took place, the desired

product was principally gasoline.  Consequently,

process and catalysts have been optimized for such

feedstocks, rich in heteroatoms (sulphur, nitrogen and

metals) and generally highly unsaturated and

aromatic.  These feedstocks contrast greatly with that

to be processed in a Fischer-Tropsch GTL environment,

where the F-T wax comprises almost exclusively linear,

paraffinic hydrocarbons free of sulphur, nitrogen and

metals.  Additionally, the only desired products of F-T

wax hydrocracking are middle-distillate fuels.

Given that the capital cost of the GTL plant contributes

a substantial portion to the cost of production and that

the refining step, including hydrocracking, comprises

only 10 % of the overall plant capital investment [4], it

is clear that the feedstock to the GTL hydrocracking

step is a valuable (expensive) material.  In light of the

above, it is imperative to ensure optimal yield of the

desired distillate product from hydrocracking and,

consequently, it is pertinent to review and optimize

the F-T wax hydrocracking process.

EXISTING AND PROPOSED F-T COAL AND GAS
TO LIQUIDS CAPACITY

Both coal and natural gas based F-T plants are

operating commercially today.  In South Africa, Sasol

operates 3 coal-based plants [5] with a total product

capacity of roughly 5 500 x 103 tpa (Sasolburg and

Secunda).  The smaller, original plant in Sasolburg,

dating from the early 1950’s, is currently in the process

of conversion to natural gas feed.  Two natural gas

plants of approximately 1 200 x 103 tpa (Mossel Bay,

South Africa) and 640 x 103 tpa (Bintulu, Malaysia) total

product capacity have been in operation by PetroSA

and Shell, respectively, for some ten years [6].  In the

above plants, all of fixed- (Sasolburg and Bintulu),

fluidized- (Secunda), entrained- (Mossel Bay) and

slurry-bed- (Sasolburg) reactor configurations are

employed, as are coal gasification (Secunda), combined

primary / autothermal reforming (Mossel Bay) and

partial oxidation (Bintulu) syngas generation

technologies.

Recently, some 12 plants based on natural gas have

been proposed, totaling in the order of 33 000 x 103

tpa capacity [6].  Although several of the proposed

plants may be considered competitive bids, it is

reasonable to expect that at least 3 commercially

viable projects will be implemented still this decade

(more than doubling the current installed global

capacity), viz. plants of 1 300 x 103 tpa in Nigeria (Sasol/

Chevron Texaco [6]) and plants of 1 300 x 103 tpa (Sasol

/ QPC [6]) and 5 500 x 103 tpa (Shell / QPC [7]) in Qatar.

REFINERY HYDROCRACKING

The subject of refinery hydrocracking has been

reviewed in detail elsewhere [3].  It is applied for the

conversion of a range of ’heavy’ fractions (typically rich

in all of sulphur, nitrogen, metals and polyaromatics)

to lighter products, mostly diesel, jet fuel and gasoline

(the latter mostly in USA).  A variety of catalysts have

been developed, depending on feedstock and product
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demands.  Hydrogen transfer is mediated via either

noble metals (e.g. Pt, Pd) or combinations of various

group VIA (Mo, W) and group VIIIA (Co, Ni) metals.  An

acidic carrier, typically comprising amorphous silica-

alumina and zeolites, either alone or in combination,

may provide an isomerisation and cracking function.

When non-noble metals are used these are present in

the form of metal-sulphides in the working catalyst.

CoMo-type catalysts may be considered a typical non-

noble metals selection, with Ni and W being

introduced to provide increased hydrogenation and

hydro-denitrification activity as required.  Although

other formulations are employed in special cases (e.g.

residue upgrading, lube oil dewaxing, etc.), the above

formulations are typical for the hydrocracking of

vacuum gas oils (VGO) and FCC cycle oils.

In the case of maximum distillate yield processing,

sulphided, non-noble metal formulations on silica-

alumina, are preferred.  Mild hydrocracking catalysts

are similar but often employ an even milder acid

function by carrier dilution or replacement with

alumina.  Zeolites (almost exclusively zeolite Y) are

employed principally to achieve ‘severe’ hydrocracking

as is the case when high gasoline selectivity is desired

and / or the feedstock is highly refractive.  In this case,

noble metals, especially platinum, are applied so as to

increase the catalyst hydrogen transfer activity and so

provide an appropriate cracking / hydrogenation

balance for the intended application.

F-T WAX HYDROCRACKING

Considering published findings, it appears as if only

very limited research and development has been

committed to the special case of distillate production

via F-T wax hydrocracking, e.g. [2, 5, 8, 9].  Results, for

total wax conversion, reported by Sasol [5] and UOP

[9], suggest that middle-distillate yields of the order

of 80 wt% may be achieved. These results are

consistent with calculated values based on F-T wax

with α -values of approximately 0.95 [2] (hydrocracking

distillate extracted from data presented for the overall

Shell Middle Distillate Synthesis process and direct

F-T synthesis product composition).  On the one hand,

these results suggest a significant opportunity for

improved middle-distillate selectivity in the wax

hydrocracking process, especially considering that the

non-selective products are poor quality gasoline /

naphtha (15 wt%) and C1 – C4 gas (5 wt%) [5].  This is

all the more pertinent when one considers the cost to

produce the wax (inclusive of 90 % of the overall GTL

plant capital investment prior to hydrocracking [4]),

such that even modest improvements in the

hydrocracking middle distillate yield are likely to

significantly impact on process economics.  On the

other hand, if indeed these distillate selectivities are

essentially representative of the kinetically expected

distribution, then the opportunity for improved

middle-distillate production may be limited.

However, given the nature of the F-T wax feedstock

and the ever more stringent distillate fuel

specifications, targets for process optimization,

although strongly influenced by overall yield, are not

limited only to issues of boiling range.  A further

opportunity for process optimization involves the

judicious selection of reaction conditions

(temperature, pressure and hydrogen / hydrocarbon

ratio) so as to promote the transfer of primary middle-

distillate product into the vapour phase with a view

to reducing its residence time in the catalyst bed and,

consequently, preventing distillate loss via secondary

cracking. This approach to improved overall distillate

selectivity has previously been referred to by Eilers et

al. [2] and provides the incentive to optimize catalyst

performance within the constraints of the operating

window so defined.

COMPARISON OF REFINERY AND F-T WAX
HYDROCRACKING

Whereas a wide choice of catalysts exists for

hydrocracking, current commercial catalyst

formulations have been developed and optimized for

use in typical refinery settings. Consequently, the

choice of metal function is driven not only by

considerations of cost but also by technical constraints

due to the conditions applicable.  As an example, noble

metal catalysts are effective only when sulphur levels
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are below approximately 500 ppm.  Hence, such

catalysts are only applicable in two-stage

hydrocracking processes with interstage removal of

H2S – they are not appropriate to single-stage

hydrocrackers or two-stage units without intermediate

H2S removal [3].  Such limitations will not apply to F-T

wax processing.

Indeed, in the case of F-T wax hydrocracking the

feedstock contains negligible sulphur and nitrogen,

and is almost completely saturated, comprising

essentially linear paraffins (only in the case of Fe-

derived F-T wax may low levels of olefins and

oxygenates be present) [10].  Under these conditions

both metal (in the case of noble-metals) and acid

functions are un-poisoned by sulphur and nitrogen,

respectively, and catalyst activity is likely to be

significantly higher.  Also, whereas medium-pore

zeolites, e.g. MFI-types (ZSM-5), have only limited

application in refinery hydrocracking (e.g. selective de-

waxing applications), due to their inability to process

large, ‘bulky’ molecules, not only are these zeolites

applicable to the linear paraffinic nature of F-T wax but

may even be of advantage in limiting the extent of

branching possible and so serve to maintain molecular

linearity and its associated high cetane properties.

Performance of Classical Refinery Distillate
Catalyst in F-T Wax Duty

As a demonstration of the unsuitability of optimized

refinery-based maximum distillate yield hydrocracking

catalysts for F-T wax duty, a simple study is presented

below wherein such a catalyst was applied to n-

paraffin hydrocracking in the absence of sulphur.

Experimental

The catalyst employed was a commercial distillate

hydrocracking catalyst comprising cobalt and

molybdenum oxides on an amorphous silica-alumina

support, and applied in the form of 1/16le extrudates.

Hydrocracking tests were conducted in an isothermal

trickle-bed reactor of 20 mm inside diameter.  The

catalyst bed, containing 3 g of catalyst extrudate, was

diluted with nominally 0.8 mm SiC granulate in the

volume ratio 2:1 (diluent:catalyst) and was both

preceded by and supported on beds of pure SiC

granulate which acted as preheat and post reaction

temperature trim zones, respectively.

The catalyst was activated by drying under flowing

nitrogen at 350°C followed by reduction in flowing

hydrogen at the same temperature and 80 bar for 5

hours.  Pure n-tetradecane feed and hydrogen gas

were fed by metering pump and gas mass flow

controller, respectively, and mixed at the entrance to

the reactor pre-heat zone.  Upon leaving the reactor,

the entire effluent stream was sufficiently heated,

diluted with hydrogen and progressively reduced to

atmospheric pressure so as to ensure complete

vaporization of all the hydrocarbon components prior

to on-line gas chromatographic analysis.

Reaction conditions were 300 – 350°C, 20 – 80 bar,

0.2 – 1.3 n-C14 LHSV and 10 – 116 H2/n-C14 molar feed

ratio.

Results

Initial findings for two series of experiments, varying

temperature and pressure, respectively, are presented

in Figures 1 and 2.  It is notable that branched products

are present only to a very limited degree, despite

conversions approaching 100% in some cases.

With increasing temperature and, consequently,

increasing conversion, light gas (C1 – C3) selectivity is

observed to increase, especially methane selectivity

above 330°C (Figure 1).  Notable, also, is the high

selectivity to the C13-fragment at low and medium

conversion levels.  The selectivity of mid-carbon

number components (C4 – C10) shifts to lighter

fractions (C3 – C7) with increasing temperature,

indicative of secondary cracking at high conversions.

The same overall pattern is observed for increasing

conversion as a result of decreasing pressure (Figure

2).
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Figure 1:  C14 Hydrocracking: Effect of Temperature (P = 80 bar,
C14 LHSV = 0.2 h-1 , H2/C14 = 116 mol/mol)

Figure 2:  C14 Hydrocracking:  Effect of Pressure (T = 330° C, C14

LHSV = 1.3 h-1 , H2/C14 = 10 mol/mol)
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Figure 3:  Hydrocracking Pathways and Theoretical Product Carbon Number Distributions for n-C14 Feed
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Discussion

Although the term hydrocracking is generally applied

to processes involving a reduction in feedstock

molecular mass in the presence of hydrogen transfer

reactions, in practice three principal cracking pathways

may be involved in the case of n-paraffins, viz. ‘true

hydrocracking’, hydrogenolysis and a variant of the

latter, ‘methanolysis’.  These pathways are portrayed

graphically in Figure 3 by means of their associated

mechanisms and expected product carbon number

distributions.

‘True hydrocracking’ is mediated over dual-functional

metal / acid catalysts and proceeds via adsorbed

carbenium ion intermediates where cleavage is most

likely on central C-C bonds and, from the fourth C-

position, occurs with almost equal probability [8, 11,

12]. Moreover, due to the carbenium ion mechanism,

the intermediate to cracked products is typically an

isomerised carbenium ion with the result that products

are generally highly branched.  As a consequence of

the aforementioned, the theoretical product carbon

number distribution is as presented in Figure 3(a)

where almost no methane is produced as are only low

amounts of C2 and C3 (and likewise for the associated

C11 – C13 fragments), while intermediate length carbon

fragments are formed with approximately equal

selectivity.  Only with severe conditions, where

secondary cracking of the primary fragments occurs,

does the product carbon number distribution shift

towards lighter fragments.  ‘True hydrocracking’

requires the presence of strong acid and

hydrogenation sites, the latter in order to minimize

secondary cracking.

Hydrogenolysis, on the other hand, proceeds via

adsorbed hydrocarbon radical intermediates where C-

H bonds show higher reactivity than C-C bonds.

Consequently, chemisorbed hydrogen-deficient

hydrocarbon intermediates undergo C-C scission and

the probability of such scission is almost identical for

all C-C bonds internal to the second carbon position

on the hydrocarbon chain.  As a result, the

hydrogenolysis pathway produces a product carbon

number distribution comprising low methane

selectivity but essentially equal selectivities of carbon

fragments from C2 and higher [13], as shown in Figure

3(b).  In contrast to true hydrocracking, the adsorbed

radical intermediate mechanism results in low

isomerisation activity and a product molecular

structure which is essentially unbranched.  Again, only

with more severe processing, does secondary

hydrogenolysis of the primary fragments shift the

overall product carbon number distribution to lighter

fractions. The hydrogenolysis reaction is typically

catalysed by base-metal oxides and sulphides and, to

a lesser extent, by some metals like Pt [14].  Additionally,

certain metals, notably Ni [14] but also Co [13] show a

tendency to promote successive demethylation

(‘methanolysis’) such that the overall  product carbon

number distribution is dominated by the presence of

methane and the corresponding higher primary

fragments, as presented in Figure 3(c).

Returning to the findings for n-C14 conversion over the

CoMo/silica-alumina catalyst of this study (Figures 1

and 2):  the observed lack of isomerisation, together

with the uniform distribution of carbon number

selectivities in the C2 – C12 range, as well as the high

methane and C13 selectivities, are findings which are

not consistent with true dual-functional hydrocracking

reactions.  Rather, the observed product distribution

is typical of hydrogenolysis on the metal / metal-oxide

component of the catalyst, including a significant

contribution from ‘methanolysis’.  Considering the

catalyst composition employed in this study and

recognizing that the catalyst is not present in the form

of metal sulphides (as is the case in typical refinery

hydrocracking applications), it may be reasonable to

ascribe the high degree of methanolysis observed to

the presence of free Co metal, in much the same way

as has been reported for free Co-sulphide islands in

the case of sulphided CoMo-type hydroprocessing

catalysts [15].

Although the above findings demonstrate the

unsuitability of applying typical maximum distillate

type catalysts to the case of normal paraffin (F-T wax)

hydrocracking in the absence of sulphur, the high
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yields of linear paraffins observed in the mid-carbon

number range (C4 – C10), together with minimal

isomerisation, would be of interest to high cetane

distillate fuel production from F-T wax.  The challenge,

therefore, may be to reformulate the catalyst so as to

avoid the high methane and light gas yields which

correspond to fuel gas and poor quality gasoline

(naphtha) in the case of wax feedstock.

CONCLUSIONS

With increasingly stringent legislation in respect of

transportation fuel specifications, a growing demand

for high quality diesel fuel is likely to be met by

synthetic production via proposed GTL plants based

on F-T synthesis of heavy hydrocarbon wax followed

by wax hydrocracking.  As this feedstock differs

substantially from traditional refinery feedstock,

existing hydrocracking catalysts and processes are not

necessarily optimized for use in the GTL environment.

Consequently, and recognizing the high value of wax

feedstock to the GTL hydrocracking stage, selective

wax hydrocracking presents a significant opportunity

for improving overall GTL performance.
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ABSTRACT

Autothermal Reforming (ATR) is believed to be the most economically viable technology for large-scale conversion

of natural gas to synthesis gas (Syngas) used as make-up gas for synthesis of GTL (Gas to Liquid) products or

methanol or dimethylether (DME).  ATR is, however, sensitive to carbon formation and mechanical design due to

the elevated temperature appeared thereupon.  It is important to select proper design parameters for ATR

considering chemical reaction equilibrium with respect to thermal cracking of methane resulting in carbon

formation and to make proper design of mixing between reactant and oxygen in order to avoid inadequate

oxidation which may lead to more elevated temperature.  To ensure the design geometry and material selection

properly, the method of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is commonly used.  The CFD solves the equations

of momentum, heat and mass transports with chemical reactions at the same time under fully turbulent flow

field.  The suitable models for mixing and turbulence have to be used for the CFD analysis.  This paper reviews

the reaction phenomena as well as fundamental equations for the design of ATR and discusses the model

parameters and, furthermore, it suggests what should be kept in mind with respect to risks due employing and

applying such design parameters to actual plant design.

Keywords:  ATR, Oxygen Nozzle, Carbon Formation, Turbulent Model, Incomplete Combustion

INTRODUCTION

Natural gas is known as cleaner energy than oil and

coal. Methane has to be liquefied in the temperature

lower than -162°C for transportation at atmospheric

pressure from resource country to consumer country.

Keeping the liquefied state refrigeration energy is

required at all the places of handling such as shipping

yard, transportation vessel and receiving terminal.

Associated gas co-produced in the oil exploration field

is usually burnt and vent to atmosphere since there is

no measure to store it economically.  It seems a good

idea to convert natural gas to transportable liquid.

Several projects to construct GTL plant for the above

purpose are currently in consideration in this planet

especially in the areas where cheap natural gas or

associated gas is available. Historically, Syngas

consisting of H2 and CO obtained by coal gasification

was converted to liquid fuel (Synfuel) by way of

Fischer-Tropsch (FT) Synthesis in Germany or in Japan

before World War II, or in the Republic of South Africa

since the fifties until today, especially during the era

when the countries were isolated from the world

econo-politically.  While Sasol of the Republic of South

Africa is still operating the Coal - to-Synfuel Plants, the

company is also said to be considering change of the
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feedstock from coal to natural gas or challenging to

invest in GTL Plants in the Middle East or Nigeria and

so on.  A 34,000 bpsd GTL project by a joint venture of

Sasol and Qatar General Petroleum Co.  (QGPC) has

been in progress since May 2003 and it is the first one

of such investment by Sasol.  For Sasol, this project will

be the first plant to produce Synfuel from natural gas

and the plant employs ATR for Syngas generation.  It is

also well known that Shell is operating a GTL plant in

Bintulu, Malaysia with the capacity of 12,500 bpsd

processing natural gas since 1988 and that Petro SA

of the Republic of South Africa (ex Mossgas) has put a

GTL plant on stream in Mosel Bay since 1992 also

processing natural gas with a capacity of 34,000 bpsd.

Shell used Partial Oxidation (POx) and Petro SA applied

a variant Combined Reforming (CR) technology for the

Syngas generation from natural gas for each GTL plant.

All the above three plants use pure oxygen.  The scale

of the Syngas Generation Section in a 34,000 bpsd GTL

plant is almost equivalent to that of a 10,000 t/d

methanol plant which is three to four times larger than

the world scale methanol plant in commercial

operation today and parallel units for the Syngas

generation are actually installed in both the Shell and

the Petro SA plants.  In addition, methanol plant itself

is also desired today to be scaled-up to a single train

for 10,000 t/d production as feedstock to DME or

methanol-to-olefin (MTO) production.  In general, it is

believed that the ATR configuration using oxygen is

more economical than any other configurations for

reforming natural gas to achieve such scale of Syngas

generation.

This paper reviews the theory of ATR for reforming

natural gas and discusses the issues currently existing

for designing such a reforming system and equipment.

SYNGAS GENERATION REACTIONS

Methanol industry applies steam reforming

technology to produce methanol. Natural gas is

converted to Syngas consisting of H2 and CO in

accordance with the steam reforming reaction (1) as

the first step.

CmHn + m H2O = m CO + (m+n/2) H2 (1)

The reaction (1) is catalytic and endothermic, and the

reaction heat is provided externally by radiation of fuel

combustion.  The composition of reformed gas is

determined by the chemical reaction equilibriums

both for Steam Methane Reforming (SMR), i.e. m = 1

and n = 4 in the reaction (1), and the following CO shift

reaction (2) at the operating pressure and temperature.

CO + H2O = CO2 + H2 (2)

The reformed gas composing of H2, CO and CO2 can

be make-up gas for methanol synthesis usually

without any adjustment of composition because of the

following reactions as the second step.

CO + 2 H2 = CH3OH (3)

CO2 + 3 H2 = CH3OH + H2O (4)

Methanol is a product transportable at atmospheric

pressure and temperature in liquid form.  Thus

methanol synthesis from natural gas is a sort of the

purposed GTL technology but consisting of two-step

conversions.  Although methanol might be produced

in accordance with the selective oxidation reaction (5),

it has not accomplished commercial production yet

with sufficient efficiency of selectivity for the product,

for which an excellent catalyst has to be found out.

CH4 + 1/2 O2 = CH3OH (5)

Today, the two-step conversion process in accordance

with the reactions (1) (2) (3) and (4) is still the scheme

of methanol production from natural gas.  It is

apparent from reactions (3) and (4) that the ratio R

defined by the equation (6) below equals ideally to 2

(two) when the relationship between the molar

components of Syngas, i.e. H2, CO and CO2, is

stoichiometric for methanol synthesis.

R = ([H2] - [CO2]) / ([CO] + [CO2]) (6)
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Syngas is also converted to Synfuel via FT synthesis

(7) & (8), and GTL usually means to obtain the FT

products from natural gas.

n CO + (2n+1) H2 = C nH2 n+2 + n H2O (7)

n CO + 2n H2 = C nH2 n + n H2O (8)

The difference of the Syngas requirement for FT

synthesis from that of methanol synthesis is the

stoichiometric ratio of Syngas compositions.  This ratio

of [H2]/ [CO] should be 2 while CO2 remains inert in

this synthesis.

DME is a possible alternative fuel having similar

physical properties of LPG and produced from

methanol by the dehydration reaction (9) as follows

2 CH3OH = CH3OCH3 + H2O (9)

or is converted directly from Syngas by the following

reaction (10) or (10a)

3 CO + 3 H2 = CH3OCH3 + CO2 (10)

2 CO + 4 H2 = CH3OCH3 + H2O (10a)

In ammonia industry, most producers in the world have

gradually changed the feedsock from coal in the old

days or from naphtha in 1960s - 1990s to cheap natural

gas.  Natural gas is converted to Syngas in accordance

with the steam reforming reaction (1) as the first step

and, different from GTL or methanol synthesis, CO and

CO2 have to be completely removed from the make-

up stream of Syngas to ammonia synthesis loop.  Thus,

shift conversion of CO under the reaction (2) is

executed at lower temperature as low as possible using

very active catalyst, and further CO2 is removed from

shift-converted gas by wet scrubbing process.  The so-

purified hydrogen reacts with nitrogen to form

ammonia with the reaction (11) as the final step.

N2 + 3 H2 = 2 NH3 (11)

Because of the equilibrium of the SMR reaction (1) and

the shift reaction (2) in the fired heated steam reformer

(the primary reformer), certain methane remains un-

reformed.  In ammonia plant, therefore, the residual

methane is further reformed at the elevated

temperature of ca. 1000°C, where the endothermic

reaction heat for the residual methane is provided by

combustion of a part of hydrogen contained in the

reformed gas using air in an adiabatic packed bed

reactor (the secondary reformer).  Nitrogen in the

combustion air should be in stoichiometric balance to

react with hydrogen to produce ammonia.  The exit

temperature of the primary reformer is determined to

meet thermal balance of this sequence.  In ammonia

plant, as above, the CR consisting of the steam

reforming primary reformer and the air blown

secondary reformer, is essential as process

configuration for Syngas generation and is successfully

proven in commercial plants over the world.

The concept of ATR is to execute this two-step

reforming in a single fixed bed reactor, however,

without any external supply of the reforming reaction

heat. In the process configuration of ammonia plant,

it is thermodynamically impossible by any means to

configure it without considerable excess N2 (air) over

H2 stoichiometrically required for ammonia synthesis.

On the other hand, for methanol plant, it seems to be

possible to configure it thermodynamically.  For

example assuming, for simplicity, the feedstock natural

gas to be 98.5% methane, 1.0% ethane and 0.5%

propane, then the following overall reaction (12) can

be accomplished at 2 MPa and 1,000°C of the ATR exit

conditions as shown in Figure 1.

CH3.96 + 0.55 O2 + 0.62 H2O → 2.02 H2 + 0.86 CO +

0.14 CO2 + 0.59 H2O (12)
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In accordance with the equation (6), R equals to 1.88.

Therefore, it is necessary to adjust to get the

stoichiometric 2.0 prior to the methanol synthesis by

removing small amount CO2 or adding small amount

H2 recovered from purge gas from methanol synthesis

loop.

For the make-up gas of GTL product, however, it is

thermodynamically difficult to produce the Syngas of

[H2] / [CO] = 2.0 in the ATR.  Figure 2 illustrates this view

with a parameter, the Steam-to-Carbon (S/C) ratio.

Figure 1:  ATR Mass Balance Example

The increase of steam leads to increase of H2 and CO2

in accordance with the equilibrium of shift reaction.

Thus, while the R-Value for methanol synthesis does

not differ too much, the [H2]/ [CO] ratio changes

considerably depending upon the S/C ratio.

It is also remarkable to be able to recognize that the

ratio [H2]/ [CO] = 2 for GTL product is not obtained

unless steam injection is eliminated for Syngas from

natural gas by ATR.

It is said that ConocoPhillips started a 400 bpsd GTL

pilot plant in June, 2003, with so-called Catalytic Partial

Oxidation (CPOx) technology of its own for the part of

Syngas generation, which claims to produce Syngas

of the ratio [H2]/ [CO] = 2.  If their approach is same

following the above evaluation, the CPOx technology

seems to be equivalent to ATR with almost nil steam

injection.  Figure 2 also indicates that the most

significant indicator for economics, the total Syngas

yield, ([H2]+ [CO]) / [NG] , decreases dramatically when

S/C is close to zero.  It may be also economically of

question to develop an excellent catalyst to reform

natural gas to Syngas without steam injection due to

the increase of natural gas consumption.

OXIDATION REACTIONS

It is important to understand how oxygen reacts with

hydrocarbons, H2 and CO respectively in ATR.  Figure 3

illustrates combustion of CH4 and how excess oxygen

and fuel CH4 concentrations decrease in contrast as to

how combustion products, H2O and CO2, increase in

the flame distance [2].

CO and CO2 are increasing remarkably with the same

rate until almost complete consumption of CH4. Even

in such an environment of excess oxygen, CO is an

equivalent oxidation product to CO2 in a sense of the

reaction rate of methane with oxygen.  This suggests

that the complete combustion consists of the

following two-step  reactions (13) and (14).  That is,

hydrocarbon is firstly oxidized with oxygen

Figure 2:  H2/O2 Ratio vs. S/C

Figure 3:  CH4-O2 Flame Concentration Profile
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incompletely and CO is produced together with water,

and the product CO is further oxidized with excess

oxygen as the second step to complete the

combustion.

CmHn+(m/2+n/4) O 2 = m CO +( n /2) H2O (13)

m CO + (m/2) O 2 = m CO2 (14)

Kamenetskii used the word ‘After Burning’ for the

equation (14) [3]. Even with excess oxygen it is in fact

CO which proves to be the determining factor.  The

combustion of dry CO is said to be very difficult.  The

incomplete combustion reaction (13) is the same as

the POx Reaction (15) followed by very rapid hydrogen

combustion reaction (16) below.

CmHn + (m/2) O 2 = m CO + (n/2) H2 (15)

(n/2) H 2 + (n/4) O 2 = (n/2) H2O (16)

Figure 4 presents the concept of such a mechanism as

the combustion of hydrocarbon around the fuel

burner.  The jet fuel stream causes good mixing of fuel

and oxygen as well as intermediate oxidation products

such as H2 and CO, and relative difference of reaction

rate among this mixture is demonstrated in the

illustration for the combustion.

Where existing excess oxygen does not exist but rather

sub-stoichiometric oxygen like in the ATR

environment, the After Burning (14) is not likely to

occur.

In ATR, in which oxidation occurs differently from

combustion, oxygen is fed into hydrocarbon feedstock

through an Oxygen Mixing Nozzle (not ‘Burner’ as this

device does not aim to combust fuel completely, but

to oxidize it incompletely).  At the tip of the Oxygen

Mixing Nozzle, the hydrocarbon feedstock, completely

mixed by turbulence of the jet stream from the Oxygen

Mixing Nozzle and approaching to oxygen, reacts with

oxygen under excess oxygen condition.  Mixing is

important in this step for hydrocarbons in order to

contact with oxygen steadily.  In accordance with the

reactions (13) or more precisely (15) and (16), and

before commencing the slow reaction (14) all the

remained oxygen is consumed by H2, the intermediate

product, in accordance with the reaction (16).

Finally the oxidized gas composition is determined in

accordance with the chemical equilibrium of shift

reaction under sufficiently elevated temperature

enough to approach to the equilibrium

simultaneously.  As illustrated in Figure 6, the adiabatic

temperature of this reaction zone reaches ca. 2000 °C.

If the mixing is performed badly, depending upon the

concentration of the intermediately produced H2 at

each instance the oxygen boundary would be broaden

and shortened repeatedly.  This may cause non-steady

state of oxidation in ATR.

This temperature is more than enough for thermal

cracking of surrounded methane at the oxidized

boundary and to form carbon in accordance with the

Figure 5:  Incomplete Combustion in ATR
Figure 4:  Open Air Combustion Mechanism
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Figure 6:  Thermal Cracking of Hydrocarbon

equilibrium reaction (17).  The deposit carbon may

cause to plugging of micro pores of the catalyst loaded

in ATR leading to its short life.

CH4 = 2 H2 + C (17)

The oxygen blown secondary reforming of CR is

different from ATR since oxygen is mostly consumed

by the hydrogen combustion, the reaction (16), in the

secondary reformer as illustrated in Figure 7.

The difference of oxidation reaction between ATR with

reaction (13) and the O2 blown secondary reforming

with reaction (16) is obvious from the illustrated

comparison of Figures 6 and 7.  It is explicit that

existence of H2 is significant to avoid danger of carbon

formation and/or higher adiabatic temperature at the

oxidized boundary as a fact that ammonia plant is

actually operated with air blown secondary reformer

with ca. 40% H2 and ca. 7% CH4 composition in the feed

gas to the oxidation reactor.

Some people are saying that the design of ATR and

the O2 blown secondary reformer are similar except

for the difference of volumetric ratios between feed

gas and oxidant flow.  But the oxidation reactions are

considerably different.  If one did not recognize this

difference for his design, one would not understand

the reason why problems occur related to carbon

formation

POTENTIAL OF CARBON FORMATION

In this section, the potential of carbon formation in ATR

is examined.  As illustrated in Figure 6, thermodynamics

predicts the maximum adiabatic temperature within

the oxidation boundary in ATR to be ca. 2000°C under

complete mixing.

In such a temperature range, it is well known as a result

of the research work for flame structure specifically

performed for internal combustion engine that the

actual adiabatic flame temperature is lower than the

computed value somewhat by about 10%.  This is due

to radicals creating plasma state at such temperature.

In this connection, Westbrook and Dryer [4] describe

that the radicals cannot react with CO and H2 when

fuel or other hydrocarbon species still remain.  Radical

species levels are kept very small until the

hydrocarbons are consumed, whereupon CO and H2

oxidation can begin.  As a result, there is no means of

keeping the radicals concentration in regions in which

fuel remains.  This insight would be applicable to the

environment for ATR and the O2 blown secondary

reforming.

On the other hand, some people say that there are

hydrocarbon radicals being precursors of carbon soot

in the high temperature flame in ATR or the O2 blown

secondary reformer.  They also say that only intensive

mixing is essential in order to avoid soot formation.

However, it would be extremely difficult in

measurement of the concentration with respect to

Figure 7:  O2 Blown Secondary Reforming
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such radicals and resultant soot quantity in the

oxidation region of ATR.

Thus, in order to examine the potential of the carbon

formation, the effect of possible radicals is omitted in

accordance with the above insight of Westbrook and

Dryer, i.e. simple thermodynamic heat balance is

assumed to decide the adiabatic temperature at which

the potential of carbon formation is discussed.

According to the thermodynamics, the equilibrium line

for the carbon formation is given as a C-H-O ternary

diagram.  The upper side of the equilibrium line of the

ternary diagram of Figure 8 is the area of the carbon

formation at 2 MPa and 1,000°C.  The marked points

are corresponding to H2 (C=0%, H=100%, O=0%),

methane (C=20%, H=80%, O=0), CO (C=50%, H=0%,

O=50%), CO2 (C=33.3%, H=0%, O=66.7%) and water

(C=0%, H=66.7%, O=33.3%) respectively.  Methane and

CO are potentially decomposed to carbon at 2 MPa

and 1000°C.

Figure 9 presents the effect of temperature on the

equilibrium line for the carbon formation.  For the

temperature above 1200°C, the equilibrium curve

converges with the straight line connecting H2 and CO

in the ternary diagram.

Similarly it is also confirmed that the change of

pressure does not affect the curve of the equilibrium

for the carbon formation as far as the temperature is

above 1200°C.

For S/C=0.01, 0.6, 1.0 and 3.0, the adiabatic temperature

at the oxidation boundary inside ATR are estimated as

2058°C, 1988°C, 1,868°C and 1,505°C respectively for

the feed NG in Figure 1.  As the temperature above

1200°C gives an almost identical equilibrium curve for

carbon formation, the influence of S/C is expressed in

Figure 10 plotted with the line for 1400°C.  The point

for S/C=0.6 is located just below the boundary of

carbon formation.

Figure 9:  Temp vs. Carbon Formation

Figure 10:  Temp vs. S/C for Carbon Formation

Figure 8:  Equilibrium Line for Carbon Formation
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Figure 12:  Recommendable Design of O2 Blown Secondary
Reformer of CR Methanol Plant

Figure 11:  Operating Condition of Air Blown Secondary Reformer
of Ammonia Plant

Figure 11 presents an actual design of the secondary

reformer in an ammonia plant commercially in

operation without problem at the capacity 1,650 t/d

under S/C=3 for the primary reformer. Figure 12

introduces a criteria of the temperature at the oxidized

boundary (1357°C) to be almost same as that of the

ammonia plant (1306°C) with the amount of oxygen

determining the outlet temperature of the catalyst bed

to be 1000°C under S/C=2.5 at the inlet of the primary

reformer.  The R-Value is adjusted to be 2.0 by the exit

temperature at the outlet of the primary reformer, but

the design parameters for the oxygen blown

secondary reformer shall be essentially based on the

analogy for the above ammonia plant configured with

a CR Syngas generation.  The operating points are

marginally below the carbon formation boundary.

The above ternary diagrams are, however, at the state

of chemical equilibrium and there is no reaction path

identified.  This is equivalent to the carbon, produced

according to the reaction (17), which may immediately

disappear because of the following reaction (18) or the

reverse Boudouard Reaction (19).  However, these

endothermic reactions should be catalytic reactions

and is unlikely to take place within such a short contact

time without catalyst in the subject oxidation zone.

C + H2O = CO + H2 (18)

C + CO2 = 2 CO (19)

Table 1 compares ATR of S/C=0.6 with the above

ammonia and methanol plants for the terms of feed

gas composition to ATR or the O2 blown secondary

reformer together with the estimated gas composition

at the oxidation boundary based upon the oxidation

models of Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively where

carbon formation by thermal cracking is also

considered for the Figure 7 model.  To incorporate the

kinetics of the thermal cracking reaction (17) into the

mass balance for the composition, the technique using

the same constant approach temperature (500°C as

an example) for the reaction (17) to the equilibrium is

applied.  The reactions (18) and (19) are assumed not

to occur hereunder.

Feed Gas to ATR Intermidiate Gas at Oxidized Boundary

NH3 MeOH ATR NH3 MeOH ATR

S/C 2.2 1.6 0.6 S/C 2.9 2.1 2.6

Water 42.18 34.03 37.97 Water 45.25 44.43 32.20

N2 0.33 0.12 0.00 N2 16.84 0.14 0.00

Ar 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ar 0.20 0.09 0.00

CO 5.68 7.48 0.00 CO 4.60 7.48 4.95

CO2 6.36 6.01 0.00 CO2 5.16 6.01 5.51

H2 38.17 44.45 0.00 H2 22.03 33.94 38.87

C1 7.29 7.90 61.10 C1 5.91 7.90 1.80

C2 0.00 0.00 0.62 Carbon 0.00 0.00 16.68

C3 0.00 0.00 0.31

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 Total 100.00 100.00 100.00

Press bar 37 20 20 Oxidated

Temp ºC 823 785 550 Temp ºC 1,302 1,357 1988

Tablel 1:  Comparison of ATR and O2 Blown Secondary Reformer
of CR
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The mass balance explicitly confirms that, if a certain

reaction path is selected intentionally, the carbon

formation is potentially possible by thermal cracking

of methane to hydrogen and carbon due to the

considerably high temperature of 1988°C for the case

of ATR.

The carbon formed by the reaction (17) is very fine and

usually most of it pass through the catalyst bed and is

detected in the process condensate in the down

stream of the process while certain carbon starts

blocking the micro pore of the catalyst resulting in

shortage of the catalyst life.  However, some

researchers or developers of the ATR technology seem

to be reporting that carbon was not detected both in

the process condensate and in the catalyst bed

opened for inspection after the test runs.  The author

believes that such case would be reported on  the test

result with inefficient continuous run with respect to

the catalyst life.  While the catalyst is fresh and active

for steam reforming before blockage with carbon, the

carbon is gasified to H2 and CO in accordance with the

reaction (18).  Thus, a test run only with short period

does not prove that carbon is not formed in the

oxidation boundary in ATR and people realize it when

it was found that the catalyst life was abnormally short

in an industrial scale operation.

COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS (CFD)

In the sub-stoichiometric condition for oxygen in ATR,

as above, the complete combustion of natural gas is

not likely to occur if oxygen and the feed gas are mixed

sufficiently.  The role of so-called ‘oxygen burner’ is to

ensure mixing not for complete combustion with the

reactions (13) and (14), but for the incomplete

combustion based on the reaction (13) only to

broaden the oxidation boundary.  In this sense, the

words ‘burner’ or ‘flame’, which is used for ‘combustion’,

suitably should not be used for the description of the

phenomena in this zone.  Although a temperature

profile similar to the flame is observed there, the feed

gas is not burning like flare.  This is why the author

uses the words ‘mixing nozzle’ or ‘iroxidation’

preferably.  If the mixing is not sufficient, locally

complete combustion tends to occur, which is quite

different from the case of combustion with excess air

and this would cause thermal cracking of

hydrocarbons to carbon more favorably in accordance

with the reaction (17) due to certain local spots of

extremely high temperature, probably of 3000°C –

4000°C.

Therefore, the design of the mixing nozzle for ATR is

very important. Today, CFD is commonly used in

designing ATR.

Fundamental Equations

The flow behavior under fully turbulent conditions in

ATR can be identified as solutions of the equation for

conservation of mass (20) and the Navier-Stokes

equation of motion complied with the term of the

Raynolds stress (21).  The compressibility of fluid is

neglected in this discussion.

(20)

(21)

where, for averaging with respect of time

with T large compared with the time scale of turbulent

motion.  τki is momentum flux due to viscosity µ of the

direction k to the direction i given by equation (22)

below.

(22)

gi is gravitational constant to the direction i and δki is
the Klonecker’s delta.
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Similar equation for the conservation of a

transportable scalar quantity is derived in a turbulent

flow, and equations (23) and (24) are respectively for

the mass fraction Y of chemical specie j to the direction

k and the enthalpy h to the direction k.

(23)

(24)

jjk is mass diffusion flux of the chemical specie j,

almost equivalent to                         , where Djm is multi-

component effective diffusion coefficient of the specie

j.  R
—

j,f  is the production rate of the chemical specie j by

chemical reaction f.  qk is heat flux to the direction k
relative to mean mass velocity almost equivalent to

                      ,  where λ is thermal conductivity, and Qk is

heat input to the direction k to increase the enthalpy

h.   In ATR Qk is, therefore, zero if heat loss is neglected.

For the steady state the differential term with respect

to time is also zero.  If the components are all gasses,

the gravity term of the equation (21) is also neglected.

In order to resolve the above equations to obtain u—k ,

Y
—

j and h
—

 as a function of the location xk , the correlation

terms of turbulent fluctuation ρu’k u’i (Raynolds Stress),

ρu’k Y’j and ρu’k h’ are new terms to have to resolve at

the same time.  The equations group does not

therefore close by themselves without addition of

some other equations relating to these new terms.

Each of the above three correlation terms is

corresponding to momentum transportation, mass

transportation and energy transportation by the

component of turbulent fluctuation respectively.  It

seems to be a reasonable hypothesis that

transportation quantity by the turbulent component

is proportional to the gradient of mean quantity of the

transportation per unit volume, i.e.

(25)

(26)

(27)

where,                        is the turbulent energy and µt ,  Djt

and λ t are turbulent transportation coefficients for

momentum, chemical specie j and enthalpy

respectively, namely so-called Effective Eddy Viscosity,

Effective Eddy Diffusion Coefficient and Effective Eddy

Conductivity.  They are not real material properties and

differ depending upon flow velocity and other

conditions of turbulent field.  Thus, the problem to

resolve the equations boils down to how to estimate

the above three turbulent coefficients.

Experience is telling that the Effective Schmidt

Number and the Effective Prandtle Number are known

to be close to unity.  Thus the turbulent correlation

terms for mass transportation and enthalpy

transportation can be approximated by the Effective

Eddy Viscosity.

(28)

The κ – ε model is one of the measures for turbulence

preferably being used in many CFD programs to give
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the Effective Eddy Viscosity by so-called Prandtle-

Kolomogorov Model with the equation (29).

(29)

where, k  is the turbulent energy and is energy

dissipation rate both to be derived, for example, from

the equation for momentum conservation (details to

be referred to the books of Rotta [5] etc.), which results

are as follows.

(30)

(31)

In the above equations, CD, C1, C2, σk and σε are all

experimental constants based on the said model.  Kent

and Bilger [6] suggested using the values CD = 0.09,

C1 = 1.45, C2=1.92, σk = 0.7 and σε = 1.3 respectively

for the combustion field.  However, nobody seems to

have yet confirmed experimentally that these

constants are also applicable to the turbulent field in

ATR where the chemical reactions occurring are

considerably different from those of the complete and

excess oxygen combustion.

The two equation model such as the above κ – ε model

has performed excellently to resolve certain turbulent

problems until today, however it would not be able to

go beyond the bounds inevitably for such a flow field

sacrificed with sudden change with large turbulent

fluctuation against main flow as far as the model uses

the concept of the traditional and visceral Eddy

Viscosity for the term of the Reynolds stress.

Although there are attempts to use so-called ‘stress

equations model’ starting with putting away the

assumption of the Eddy Viscosity, the group equations

are of strong non-linearity with much more

experimental constants and they are not known

whether they have solution under mathematical

uniqueness.  The turbulent models currently available

for CFD for the ATR design should be recognized

having the above issues and should be used just for

reference only for the intended design.

The κ – ε model provides with all the terms relating to

the correlation of turbulent fluctuations and only R
—

fj,

in the equation (23) remains unknown.  We have also

to introduce a certain model of chemical reaction rate

in the turbulent flow field.

Based upon the well-known Arrhenius kinetics rate

expression, the net production rate of the reaction f
for the chemical specie j is given as the equation (32)

with the absolute temperature T.

(32)

CA,f , βf , Ef and αf are experimental constants for the

reaction£f and available in various books and papers

[2] [3] [4]. If the flow field is laminar, this expression is

applicable.  It is generally not accurate for the highly

turbulent flow.

Magnussen and Hjiertager [7] introduced a model for

the rate of reaction to be relating to the rate of eddy

dissipation considering turbulence.  The so-called Eddy

Dissipation Model is currently more commonly used

for the CFD analysis for combustion. In this model, the

net production rate of the chemical specie j to be

oxidized in accordance with the specific oxidation

reaction f is described as follows.

(33)

In the equation (33), rs is the stoichiometric mass ratio

of oxygen over the chemical specie j for the oxidation

reaction f.  This model refers to a concept that the

oxidation occurs when the gaseous mass of chemical

specie j and oxygen mass are dissipated from each

other and reach to the micro scale mixing situation.

Equation (33) indicates that the dissipation of oxygen

mass will control the reaction rate if oxygen is
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insufficient in mass for the intended oxidation such as

the case of ATR. ε and k can be calculated by the

equations (30) and (31) respectively and CB,f ,  is an

experimental constant which is said commonly 4.0 for

usual combustion of any kind fuels.

It might be true that most fuel combustion reactions

are very fast compared with the time scale of mixing,

then once the reactants are mixed, the reaction may

be considered to be completed.  However, as a general

form to consider both the chemical reaction kinetics

and turbulent mixing for the rate of reaction f, the

following hybrid equation (34) is useful.

(34)

It should be in consideration especially when the

oxidation rate seems to be slow and doubtful against

the time scale of mixing in question.  It may limit the

production rate.

Example of CFD Analysis

Figures 13 – 17 illustrate some examples of the result

using CFD on an O2 blown secondary reformer which

are presented in the recent report of the author [1].

A simple pipe nozzle, without any swirl, as oxygen

mixer into feed gas is provided in the top of the reactor

and feed gas is charged from the side of the neck of

the reactor at a certain location considered for the

desirable mixing of the oxygen and the feed gas [8].

Figure 13 shows velocity profile at the center

symmetrical plane.  At the mixing point the

momentum of feed gas is pushing the high velocity

of oxygen stream to the opposite side.

As it can be seen more explicitly in Figure 14, the

incoming feed gas stream actually pushes the jet

formed by the oxygen stream to the side opposite the

inlet duct of the feed gas.  Namely, the cold bulk of the

feed gas is redirected after colliding with the opposite

wall and dividing into two directions through wall

curvature.  This divided flow and the wall induced

recirculation contribute to mixing of the two inlet jet

streams, which results in localizing higher temperature

zone to be far from the reactor wall.  This flow pattern

also maintains the stream of oxygen rich gas to be

flowed down toward the catalyst bed keeping

sufficient distance from the wall of the neck part of

the reactor.

Figure 15 presents the temperature profile.  The

geometry of the reactor is determined and designed

so that the temperature profile on the wall of the

reactor can be with minimum difference through the

whole wall allowable for mechanical design of the

reactor in accordance with trials of the CFD analysis.

In order to ensure complete mixing of feed gas and

oxidant, considerable effort to develop an oxidant

burner with different slots or swirls has been

Figure 13:  Velocity Profile

Figure 14:  Detailed Profiles around O2 Mixing Nozzle
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accounted historically in the field of the secondary

reformer of ammonia plant.  Figure 16 illustrates an

example of CFD result using certain slotted O2 tip in

the oxygen mixing nozzle.

The result is quite obvious in this example.  The slots

disturb oxygen to collide with feed gas directly and

the feed gas stream rather pushes the bulk of oxygen

toward the top of the neck of the reactor.  Then, the

extremely hot zone due to the complete combustion

with excess oxygen appears there.

Figure 17 is a CFD example for the carbon formation.

In this example, certain amount of carbon (max. 1.2

ppm mol) is observed being produced at the area of

the highest temperature, which is near the oxidized

boundary of Figure 6 due to thermal cracking of

methane.

In the above example it is assumed that the rate of

methane thermal cracking is instantaneous and the

result corresponds to the severest situation.  As the

above the first term of the equation (34) plays a very

important part if the reaction rate is slow compared

with the second term.  More essentially, the reaction

models, identifying which kind of reactions under

which exponential experienced numbers for the

reaction rates influence the CFD analysis in question

dramatically.  Careful and sufficient experimental data

should be collected for each specific configuration for

each ATR on a case-to-case basis.

CONCLUSION

In ATR, different from and on the contrary to ordinary

combustion phenomena, complete combustion does

not occur if oxygen and feed gas are mixed

instantaneously and sufficiently.  The role of oxygen

feeding device is mixing for achieving incomplete

combustion as uniformly as possible.  In this sense, the

word “Oxygen Mixing Nozzle” is more suitable than

“Oxygen Burner”.

It is further understood that, if the mixing is not

sufficient, the complete combustion does tend to

occur locally, where excess oxygen meets less methane

causing much higher temperature spot locally.  The

extremely high temperature leads to thermal cracking

of methane to carbon.

Thus, the Oxygen Mixing Nozzle for ATR is very

important and has, therefore, to be specially designed

with CFD analysis.  Not only to detect the allowance of

Figure 15:  Temperature Profile

Figure 16:  Temperature Profile with Slotted O2

Figure 17:  Carbon Formation Profile
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wall temperature for the reactor shell or the entrance

of the catalyst bed in ATR but also to minimize the

possibility of carbon formation the correct models for

reaction rate of the incomplete combustion as well as

for turbulence are required in CFD.

In the event that there is no experimental data

available in one’s hands as the model parameters for

the intended ATR design, one might use those for a

turbulent combustion model, probably by applying

default values of a CFD simulator for ordinary

combustion.  The reaction models and parameters

currently used for CFD in evaluation for the design of

ATR seem to be still all collected and based upon

complete combustion and under ambient

temperature.  Furthermore, no kinetics for carbon

formation is taken into consideration.

In the CFD analysis for the design of ATR it is important

to identify whether or not the models for reaction rate

and turbulent mixing are exactly applicable for the

situation of ATR, which is sub-stoichiometric,

considerably far from complete combustion and under

pressure.  Careful examination is required whether or

not the applied CFD models and parameters are

reliable or acceptable.  The information with respect

to carbon formation must be endorsed at least in a

format of chemical equilibrium in such an examination.

It is, for example, suggested to try to change and

examine the sensitivity of the parameters one by one

and should assess at first the applicability of the fixed

value for the complete combustion to the present

issue for incomplete combustion in ATR.

ATR is regrettably not reliable at present against

carbon formation compared with O2 blown secondary

reformer in CR with primary H2 production, in which

H2 consumes all the supplied O2. Improvement of the

mixing design would not resolve this issue but it would

be only possible under the approach considering

chemical reaction equilibrium for the carbon

formation together with finding out the real reaction

rate under the designated S/C ratio and/or hydrogen

ratio in the feed gas.
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